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Point Lake Dewatering Plan Version 3.0, May 2022
1. Introduction
As per the Wek’èezhìi Land and Water Board’s (WLWB) Reasons f or Decision on Water Licence
Amendment W2020L2-00041, Arctic Canadian Diamond Company Ltd. (Arctic Canadian) is
submitting Version 3.0 of this Dewatering Plan f or Point Lake f or WLWB approval. Version 2.2 of this
Dewatering Plan was approved by the WLWB on March 29, 2022 and enables commencement of
Dewatering. This update to Version 3.0 provides additio nal inf ormation as required under Schedule 4
Condition 1(k), as f ollows:
(k) In the case of the Point Lake Dewatering Plan, the Plan shall include but not be limited to:
i. Caribou crossing details for dewatering pipelines; and
ii. Description of contingency and adaptive management actions to be implemented
in the event that Stage 1 dewatering activities are delayed into September 2022
or later.
Arctic Canadian is developing the Point Lake open pit located approximately 2 km northeast of the
existing Misery Pit and Camp location. The project will use the existing inf rastructure at Misery Camp
and kimberlite will be processed in the Process Plant located at the Main Ekati Camp. Concurrent
with approval of Version 2.2 of this Plan, the WLWB approved Land Use Permit W2021D0005 and
issued Water Licence Amendment W2020L2-0004 (which was subsequently authorized by the
GNWT Minister of Environment and Natural Resources). Dewatering of Point Lake is a critical path
activity that is planned to be completed during summer 2022.
In advance of the development of the Point Lake open pit, Point Lake will be f ished out and
Dewatered. A Point Lake Fish-Out Plan is required to be separately approved by Fisheries and
Oceans Canada prior to the scheduled Dewatering and f ish-out in summer 2022. Arctic Canadian’s
application to Fisheries and Oceans Canada will schedule the f ish-out concurrent with Stage 1
Dewatering.
Arctic Canadian engaged prof essional advice to evaluate Dewatering conf igurations and to assist
with Dewatering design. Since Version 1.0 of this Plan in May 2021, Arctic Canadian advanced its
planning to Version 2.2 in January 2022, which ref lected Arctic Canadian’s commitments and
changes to that time. The design takes into consideration water volume, pipe and pump sizes,
pumping locations, f low rates, and potential erosion and mitigation measures. The amount of water to
be displaced f rom the lake and the short period of time to complete this were the main considerations
f or selection of the system. The Project Water Licence Amendment application addressed potential
surf ace water quality and hydrology ef fects in the natural environment, f inding that this Dewatering
plan can be conducted without adverse negative ef f ects on the natural environment.
This Plan also addresses the potential need f or directing a minor quantity (approximately 3%) of
Dewatering outf low to Connor Lake if required through the Point Lake Project Fisheries Act
Authorization. Connor Lake receives f low input f rom Point Lake as well as its own catchment area.
Connor Lake outf low is dominantly to Lac du Sauvage with a minor outf low to Alexia Lake. The
Dewatering outf low introduced to Connor Lake would be within natural lake levels and f l ow
experience in the Connor Lake outf low.
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This Plan describes caribou crossing details f or dewatering pipelines and contingency and adaptive
management actions to be implemented in the event that Stage 1 dewatering activities are delayed
into September 2022 or later.
This Dewatering Plan f or Point Lake is based on the success of previous lake Dewatering programs
at the Ekati Diamond Mine and will be conducted as approved by the WLWB.
Table 1 summarizes the changes to this version of the Dewatering Plan.
Location
Section 1

Update to Point Lake Dewatering Plan v. 2.2
Introduction updated with statement that V.3.0 provides additional inf ormation
required under Schedule 4 Condition 1(k).
Updated with higher resolution image.
Added to provide inf ormation required under Schedule 4 Condition 1(k).

Figure 3
Section 4,
Appendix 1,
Appendix 2
Table 1. Changes to Version 3.0 (as compared to Version 2.2)
2. Water Licence Requirements for the Dewatering Plan

The specif ic requirements f or a Dewatering Plan as listed in Schedule 4, Item 1 of Water Licence
W2020L2-0004 are addressed as f ollows:

a) Volume of water produced by Dewatering:
The total volume of Point Lake is estimated at 7,800,000 m 3 with a maximum depth of 58 m
based on bathymetric data collected in 2019 (Figure 1). The estimated volume of water to be
pumped to Lac de Sauvage in Stage 1 is 5,850,000 m 3 and the estimated volume of water to
be pumped to King Pond Settling Facility (KPSF) and Lynx open pit in Stage 2 is 1,950,000
m3. Some water may be pumped f rom KPSF to Lynx open pit during the Dewatering period
per established procedures.

Figure 1. Point Lake Bathymetry
An estimated maximum of 200,000 m 3 of Stage 1 Dewatering outf low may be directed to Connor Lake
if required through the Point Lake Project Fisheries Act Authorization. This expectation is based on
site-specif ic baseline hydrology data and the actual quantity will be determined through the Fisheries
Act Authorization. Dewatering outf low to Connor Lake would be concurrent with Stage 1 Dewatering
outf low to Lac du Sauvage.

b) A schedule for Dewatering and maximum pump rates:
Dewatering of Point Lake is a critical path Project activity that is scheduled f or summer 2022.
The schedule plans to remove the water f rom Point Lake af ter 2022 spring f reshet. The pumps and
barges are planned to be placed on the lake ice prior to f reshet. Pumping is expected to begin mid June and will be conducted in two stages. Stage 1 will continue until the threshold f or total suspended
solids (TSS) in the pumped water is reached (anticipated to be approximately 80 days, see Section 3
below). This is anticipated to represent approximately the upper 40 m of the lake. During Stage 1
pumping, water will be pumped to Lac du Sauvage, with a minor volume potentially directed to
Connor Lake if required through the Point Lake Project Fisheries Act Authorization. Stage 2 will be
the pumping of the lower portion of Point Lake to KPSF and Ly nx open pit. Stage 2 pumping will
proceed until the lake is Dewatered (anticipated to be approximately an additional 30 days). Water
may be pumped f rom KPSF to Lynx open pit during the Dewatering period f or operational reasons.
The pipeline routes are illustrated on Figure 2.
The approach to Dewatering consists of barge-mounted pumps anchored over the deepest part of the
lake. The barge-based pumps will pump f rom the lake to the pumping destination (i.e., Lac du
Sauvage, Lynx open pit or KPSF) It is likely that f our barge-mounted pumps will be used, 3 in
operation and one spare. The total pumping rate is estimated to average approximately 3,000 m 3/hour
with a maximum of 3,500 m 3/hr. These pumping rates apply to both Stage 1 and Stage 2. The f low
rate to Connor Lake, if required, will vary to meet f isheries needs up to an estimated maximum f low
rate in the order of 100 m 3/hr.

Dewatering is scheduled to be complete by September 30, 2022. The pipelines along the Point Lake
access road and the Lac du Sauvage Road (f ormerly Jay Road) will be removed at the co mpletion of
Dewatering, prioritizing retrieval of the pipeline east of Point Lake as soon as reasonably achievable
af ter completion of Stage 1 pumping. The lake pumps and barge will be removed at the completion of
Dewatering if access can be saf ely achieved; otherwise the in-lake equipment will be removed once
mining has reached a level that enables saf e and ef f icient retrieval.
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Figure 2. Pipeline Routes

c) Pumping methods including locations of intake and outflow structures:
The pumping and pipeline conf iguration, including intake locations, is described in item b
above.
All pumps will be powered by an onsite diesel generator, which will be a portable po wer plant
housed in a trailer with a double walled on-board f uel tank. The area will be visually
inspected during ref ueling operations. Fuel will be trucked to the site f rom Misery.
Barge-mounted pumps will be equipped with appropriately sized f ish screens as required in the Water
Licence.

Stage 1 pumping outf low to Lac du Sauvage will occur near the northeast extent of the Lac
du Sauvage Road as illustrated on Figure 3. The f inal o utf low location will be authorized by
the Inspector prior to use. This location of fers good accessibility f or pipeline installation and
monitoring without additional road construction and a near shore boulder zone that will
reduce erosion risk (see item d below).
Dewatering outf low directed to Connor Lake, if required, will f low into Connor Lake or into the Connor
Lake outf low channel as required through the Fisheries Act Authorization.

Figure 3. Stage 1 Outflow Area

d)

The design of any erosion prevention structures in the areas where water or
Waste is Discharged:
Erosion prevention f or the Stage 1 pump outf low at Lac du Sauvage includes selection of a
natural boulder zone to the extent practicable and accessible, with enhancement through
placement of additional armour rock and/or other protective materials to the satisf action of
the Inspector. Non-natural materials would be removed f ollowing completion of the
Dewatering program. The volume of additional armour rock that may be placed at the outf low
location is estimated at approximately 20 m 3 and will not exceed 50 m 3.
Daily monitoring of the Stage 1 outf low location at Lac du Sauvage will be undertaken. If
monitoring identif ies erosion requiring mitigation (see item e below), potential end of pipe
structures to reduce velocities, disperse f low, and mitigate erosion may include building an
end of pipe riprap pad or the adjustment of boulders to allow f or appropriate f low. Additional
measures may include adjusting the f low rate to decrease potential erosion or relocating the
outf low location. Alternately, f low could be switched to KPSF or Lynx open pit to avoid
erosion at the Lac du Sauvage outf low location. The need f or mitigation will b e determined
based on the monitoring and inspection program.
Dewatering outf low to Connor Lake, if required, will be within natural f low limits and located to avoid
risk of erosion such that no erosion prevention structures are anticipated. Daily monitoring of the
outf low location will be undertaken. If monitoring identif ies erosion requiring mitigation (see item e

below), a concrete f low block or similar structure may be temporarily placed in accordance with
Inspector authorization.
No erosion protection structures are required f or the Stage 2 Dewatering to KPSF and Lynx
open pit beyond those desired by Arctic Canadian f or good operational implementation.
KPSF is an authorized mine water management f acility with monitoring and control on
releases regulated through the Water Licence. Lynx open pit is a secure storage location f or
settlement of suspended solids.
e) The description of procedures for inspecting any erosion along the affected
watercourse:
For all stages of Dewatering, operations personnel will perf orm daily visual inspections of the
active Dewatering pipeline and the active outf low location to identif y significant or
unexpected erosional issues. Observations of erosion will trigger mitigative work where
necessary as described in item d above.
f)

A description of, and mitigation measures for, any predicted hydrological or water
quality impacts to downstream water bodies:
There are no predicted hydrological impacts to Lac du Sauvage as a result of Stage 1
Dewatering. Previous analyses of Lac du Sauvage conducted f or the 2016 Jay Project
Environmental Assessment demonstrate that the volumes and inf low rates of water pumped
f rom Point Lake are less than those assessed f or the Jay Project and do not represent a
Project risk. Specif ically, the assessed Dewatering inf low to Lac du Sauvage f or the Jay
Project was 14.8 Mm 3 over six months duration at an average f low rate of 6,500 m 3/hr at a
similar location, which is approximately twice the volume and f low rate over a similar
timef rame and at a similar inf low location as the Point Lake Project.
There are no predicted water quality ef f ects to Lac du Sauvage as a result of Stage 1
Dewatering. Both lakes are representative of pristine local waters and outf low f rom Point
Lake naturally f lows to Lac du Sauvage. The volume of water to be pumped f rom Point Lake
into Lac du Sauvage during Dewatering is a small percentage (1%) of the volume of water in
Lac du Sauvage (estimated 575 Mm 3).
There are no predicted hydrological or water quality ef f ects to Connor Lake, Connor Lake
outf low, or Lac du Sauvage as a result of pumping, if required through the Fisheries Act
Authorization, a portion of Stage 1 Dewatering outf low to Connor Lake. The Dewatering
outf low introduced to Connor Lake wo uld be within natural lake levels and f low experience in
the Connor Lake outf low channel such that there is negligible risk of erosion. If required,
erosion prevention would be implemented as described in item d. Point Lake outf low water
naturally f lows to Lac du Sauvage through Connor Lake such that there is no risk to water
quality.
Water quality and water levels in KPSF are actively monitored and managed through routine
operating procedures. Water chemistry within KPSF will be improved by the inf low of Point
Lake water and pond water levels will be maintained within acceptable elevations through
pumping to Lynx pit (per existing procedures). Adequate capacity is present in Lynx pit to
contain water pumped f rom Point Lake and KPSF during Dewatering of Point Lake. Water
level monitoring in Lynx pit is conducted on an operational basis and is not a requirement of
the Dewatering plan.

g) The schedule and locations for water quality monitoring:
During the Stage 1 pumping program (anticipated to be approximately 80 days), water
quality samples will be collected and analysed consistent with Surveillance Network Program
(SNP) Part A.1. Grab samples of the Dewatering outf low to Lac du Sauvage will be collected
daily f or analysis of pH, TSS, and turbidity. The SNP location will be at the end -of -pipe
Discharge point into Lac du Sauvage. Additionally, grab samples of the Dewatering outf low
to Lac du Sauvage will be collected at the SNP location once prio r to commencement of
Dewatering and once on the f inal day of Dewatering f or analysis of TSS, total ammonia as
nitrogen, major ions, physical parameters, and total metals. All water quality data will be
reported to the WLWB in the Dewatering Summary Report, which will be provided within 60
days f ollowing completion of Dewatering per Water Licence condition E.7.
There are no predicted water quality ef f ects to Lac du Sauvage as a result of Stage 1
Dewatering. Both lakes are representative of pristine local waters and outf low f rom Point
Lake naturally f lows to Lac du Sauvage. However, Arctic Canadian will conduct f ield turbidity
monitoring in Lac du Sauvage within proximity of the point of Discharge on a weekly basis
during Discharge with additional samples collected once a month f or conf irmatory TSS
laboratory analysis. In addition, should the weekly turbidity measurement reach 9.57 NTU in
Lac du Sauvage, the f requency of TSS sample collection would be increased to weekly. A
turbidity of 9.57 NTU is equivalent to a TSS concentration of 15 mg and is an appropriate
trigger threshold at which to increase sample collection f requency f or conf irmatory TSS
laboratory analysis in Lac du Sauvage. The relationship between turbidity and TSS
concentration was established during baseline monitoring and data analyses f or the Jay
Project.
Water quality samples of the Dewatering outf low to Connor Lake, if required, will be collected
and analysed consistent with Surveillance Network Program (SNP) Part A.1. Grab samples
will be collected daily f or analysis of pH, TSS, and turbidity. The SNP location will be at the
end-of -pipe Discharge point into Connor Lake. Additionally, grab samples of the Dewatering
outf low to Connor Lake will be collected at the SNP location once prior to commencement of
Dewatering and once on the f inal day of Dewatering f or analysis of TSS, total ammonia as
nitrogen, major ions, physical parameters, and total metals. All water quality data will be
reported to the WLWB in the Dewatering Summary Report, which will be provided within 60
days f ollowing completion of Dewatering per Water Licence condition E.7.
Water quality is measured in KPSF as part of the routine requirements of the Water Licence
and as part of the SNP. Monitoring of water quality in the Receiving Environment
downstream of KPSF (Cujo Lake) is measured as part of the Aquatic Ef f ects Monitoring
Program. The results of these programs are reported to the WLWB monthly (SNP) and
annually (AEMP/Water Licence Annual Report). No additional monitoring is required in King
Pond.
Water quality in Lynx pit is monitored on an operational basis and is not a requirement of the
Dewatering Plan.
h) The frequency, location, and procedures for monitoring flow rates in the Discharge
stream and where appropriate, in the receiving water body:
Flow rates and total volumetric f lows will be monitored daily by way of f low meters in the
pipelines. Flow rates and total volumes will be reported to the WLWB in the Dewatering

Report. Flow rates f rom KPSF to Lynx pit are monitored on an operational basis and not a
requirement of the Dewatering Plan. Monitoring within Lac du Sauvage is not required.
i)

The design of the pipeline and related facilities;
HDPE pipe with a planned diameter of 30” will be used f or both Stage 1 and Stage 2
Dewatering to Lac du Sauvage and KPSF/Lynx Open Pit. These pipelines will be placed on
existing roads and covered with crushed rock at prescribed intervals to f acilitate caribou
passage over the pipelines and to prevent movement during Dewatering periods.
Prescriptions f or pipeline covering to f acilitate caribou passage are specif ied in the Point
Lake Project Addendum to the Wildlif e Ef f ects Monitoring Plan.
The pipeline f rom Point Lake to Connor Lake will be 8” in diameter or similar and will be
retrieved at the completion of pumping.
Pipeline routes are described in item b above.

j)

The procedures and rates for Dewatering to minimize erosion of the downstream
water bodies, adjacent shorelines and, in winter, damage to spawning habitat from the
development of icings, overflows, or glaciation.
Items c, d, e, and f above describe location selection, design, inspection and m itigation
procedures f or managing the risk of erosion at the Lac du Sauvage shoreline. Dewatering is
planned f or the open-water season such that there is no risk of glaciation, icings, or
overf lows.

3. Water Quality Action Level
Water will be pumped to the Receiving Environment (Lac du Sauvage) only during Stage 1. The
indicator to end Stage 1 pumping is the concentration of TSS in the pumped water. The Water
Licence Ef f luent Quality Criteria f or TSS (25 mg/L, grab sample and 15 mg/L average of f our
consecutive weekly samples) will be used as the action threshold. Daily sampling of Stage 1 pumped
water f or TSS analysis is described in item 2g above. Analysis f or TSS is conducted at the Ekati
Mine Environment laboratory such that the actual concentratio ns will be known within several hours
of sample collection. Pumping to Lac du Sauvage will stop bef ore TSS exceeds the EQC maximum
average or grab sample limit. At that time, Arctic Canadian will conduct a thorough inspection of the
lake basin to identif y possible causes of a temporary spike in TSS concentration.
TSS concentrations in the pumped water are expected to generally increase as the lake level is
lowered. However, the increase is not anticipated to be linear. Natural variability or transient events
such as sloughing within the lake basin may result in temporary increases in TSS concentration.
No water quality action levels are required f or the Stage 2 pumping to KPSF and Lynx open pit.
KPSF is part of the internal minewater management f acilities and, as such, provides protection to the
Receiving Environment through the Ef f luent Quality Criteria def ined in the Water Licence. Lynx open
pit is a contained f acility.

4. Caribou pipeline crossings and contingency
Arctic Canadian is implementing caribou mitigation and monitoring measures f or the Dewatering
program through the existing Wildlif e Ef f ects Monitoring Program (WEMP) and Caribou Road
Mitigation Plan (CRMP), which are approved by the GNWT. Additionally, Arctic Canadian has
developed a Point Lake Project Addendum to the WEMP that describes project-specif ic monitoring
and mitigation measures that are to be implemented in addition to the WEMP/CRMP. GNWT has
required that the WEMP/CRMP undergo public review and update in alignment with the Water
Licence Renewal that is required by October 2023.
Monitoring Program 1 (of 5) of the WEMP Addendum specif ically addresses the Dewatering period
and is accompanied by the design plan f or caribou crossing ramps over the Dewatering pipelines. A
draf t version of Monitoring Program 1 was f irst circulated f or comment in December 2021, leading to
a caribou-f ocused workshop with community members in February 2022 at which Monitoring
Program 1 and caribou crossings over Dewatering pipelines were specif ically discussed. The
workshop outcomes report is provided as Ap pendix 1 f or ease of ref erence. Following the workshop,
Arctic Canadian circulated a revised Monitoring Program 1 and pipeline crossings plan f or comment.
Comments were received and Arctic Canadian circulated responses in April 2022 with no f urther
revision of Monitoring Program 1 or the caribou crossings plan required. The revised Monitoring
Program 1, pipeline crossings plan, and Arctic Canadian’s responses to comments received are
provided as Appendix 2 f or ease of ref erence.
Specif ic to the inf ormation requirements in Schedule 4 Condition 1(k):
i.
Caribou crossings over the Dewatering pipelines will be constructed as shown on the
pipeline crossings plan (Figures 4a-b, Figure 5, and Appendix 2). As clarif ied in responses to
comments (Appendix 2, IEMA#6, TG#2) the crossings design is 10 m width, 3:1 slopes, and
6” minus construction rock. As clarif ied in response to comment TG#2 (Appendix 2),
crossings at corners in the pipelines will extend to the vertices of the corner angles.
ii.
Arctic Canadian plans to relocate the Stage 1 Dewatering pipeline f or use as the Stage 2
pipeline f ollowing completion of Stage 1 pumping, which is scheduled f or August. This
approach ef f ectively eliminates risk that the Stage 1 pipeline could be in place when caribou
presence increases during the f all season because Stage 2 pumping must be completed
prior to f reezing conditions af f ecting pumping. Additionally, Arctic Canadian plans to
implement an adaptive management approach to monitoring and adapting to caribou
presence. As clarif ied in response to comments (Appendix 2, IEMA #4, ENR#3), adaptive
management may include additional ramps along the dewatering pipeline should caribou be
observed concentrated and unable to navigate around the pipeline in certain locations.
However, any adaptive management approach would be evaluated against the relatively
short timef rame f or dewatering and the need f or quick removal bef ore the likelihood of
caribou presence increases in the f all.
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Introduction
A 2-day workshop was hosted by Arctic on February 15 and 16 to discuss three primary topics:
1. Caribou Research
2. Point Lake Project Addendum to the Wildlife Effects Monitoring Program (WEMP)
3. Point Lake Waste Rock Storage Area (WRSA) Design
The workshop was attended by representatives of all of the Indigenous Governments and Organizations that
have been engaged on the Point Lake Project:
• Tłı̨chǫ Government
• North Slave Métis Alliance
• Yellowknives Dene First Nation
• Łutsel K’e Dene First Nation
• Hamlet of Kugluktuk / Kitikmeot Inuit Association
• Deninu K’ue First Nation
• Fort Resolution Metis Government
The workshop was also attended by representatives of:
• GNWT-ENR
• Environment and Climate Change Canada
• Independent Environmental Monitoring Agency
Arctic was directly represented and supported by:
• Sheila Chernys, Head - Health, Safety, Security, Environment and Communities
• Jon Carlson, Head - Project and Exploration
• Harry O’Keefe, Superintendent - Environment
• Dustin Chaffee, Regulatory Applications Manager
• Tommy Thorsteinsson, Advisor - Wildlife
• Eric Denholm, Project Permitting Lead, EDenholm Consulting
• Dr. James Rettie, Wildlife Biologist, Paragon Wildlife Research and Analysis Ltd.
• Greg Sharam, Wildlife Biologist, ERM Canada
The workshop was facilitated by Sarah Gagne of ERM Canada, retained by Arctic. Workshop discussions
generally followed from a presentation prepared and pre-circulated to workshop invitees by Arctic
(Attachment 1). References to “slides” in this Summary Report refer to the numbered slides of the workshop
presentation (Attachment 1).
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Background
The Point Lake Project is a planned 4 to 5-year addition to the operating life of the Ekati Diamond Mine. New
development includes an access road, open pit, waste rock storage area, and overburden stockpile. The
Point Lake Project is close to existing infrastructure such as camps, process plant, bulk fuel storage,
maintenance facilities, and airstrip such that minimal new infrastructure is required. The Point Lake Project
is an economically low margin project that seeks to extend the operating life of the Ekati Diamond Mine
beyond currently scheduled closure in 2024 to provide time for design and permitting of additional mine life
extension projects such as underwater remote mining in existing open pits.
Arctic initiated engagement on the Point Lake Project in February 2021 and provided applications in May
2021 to the Wek’èezhìi Land and Water Board (WLWB) for the enabling Land Use Permits and Water Licence
Amendment. The WLWB circulated its Preliminary Screening determination in August 2021, which was that
the WLWB would not refer the Project for Environmental Assessment. In October 2021, the Mackenzie
Valley Environmental Impact Review Board circulated its decision that it would not refer to the Project for
Environmental Assessment. The WLWB Project workplan schedules issuance its recommendation for a
Water Licence Amendment in April 2022 for Ministerial authorization.
Arctic constructed (90% complete) the Point Lake access road and utility pad in late 2021 under an initial
Project Land Use Permit issued by the WLWB in October 2021. Dewatering pipeline and pumping equipment
are scheduled for delivery to the Ekati Diamond Mine in February 2022 via the Tibbitt-to-Contwoyto Winter
Road. Dewatering and fish-out of Point Lake during summer 2022 (June to September) is a critical path
Project development activity that is on-schedule pending receipt of the necessary regulatory authorizations.
The purpose of this workshop was to continue and to advance engagement conversations on three topics
related to caribou monitoring and management that, in the case of the WEMP Addendum and WRSA Design,
are directly focussed on the Point Lake Project or, in the case of caribou research, that originate from the
Point Lake Project applications. Arctic provided an overview of the Project at the workshop (slides 7 to 24).
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Topic 1: Caribou Research
General
Caribou research through scientific and traditional knowledge projects has been undertaken throughout the
operating life of the Ekati Diamond Mine, both as site-based research projects and as participation in
regional research projects. New information and commitments were brought forward as part of the Point
Lake Project applications or during the timeframe of the Point Lake Project review that are relevant to
initiating new research on caribou monitoring and management. This includes:
• Arctic cancellation of the previously assessed and permitted Jay Project, accompanied by Arctic
commitments to carry forward certain Jay Project EA Measures related to caribou monitoring and
management;
• Previous (2019) broad-based discussions on research questions to be the focus of Jay Project EA
Measures;
• Arctic 2020 report on wildlife camera monitoring and review comments;
• IEMA report on an exploratory analysis of caribou collar tracks (telemetry) to identify effects of the
Ekati Diamond Mine on caribou movement;
• GNWT-ENR approval of the WEMP and Caribou Road Mitigation Plan (CRMP) as satisfying the
requirements of the Wildlife Act with a requirement for public review and update linked to the 2023
WLWB Water Licence Renewal review process;
• Tlicho Elders workshop (led by Tlicho Government) and other TK-holder input on caribou movement
in the Point Lake Project area; and
• Arctic compilation of all caribou collar track (telemetry) data since 1996 into a single functional
database and generation of summary animations and figures.
The topic of discussion at the workshop was the goals and questions around which caribou research projects
would be designed (slides 25 to 41). A number of themes were raised through discussion as summarized
below, along with Arctic’s response and proposed resolution.

Research Objectives
The workshop included discussion of the objectives of Arctic’s caribou research. The outcomes of those
discussions are summarized below.
The first research objective focusses directly on effects and mitigations at the Ekati Diamond Mine:
1. At the Ekati Diamond Mine scale, conduct advanced analysis of caribou collar (telemetry) data to
identify and evaluate specific effects, causes and mitigations related to the movement of caribou
through the mine site.
The second research objective relates to Arctic’s participation and contribution to regional research at the
“herd” level that is beyond Arctic’s scope to address as a whole:
2. At the regional (herd) scale, conduct research that will contribute to the body of knowledge utilized
by the GNWT and others to manage the herd.
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In both cases, Arctic will work collaboratively with the GNWT-ENR and the IGO’s involved in this workshop to
plan and execute the work, and Arctic will work to include both Traditional Knowledge and scientific study.

Research Objective No. 1
The first stage of work under research objective no. 1 is the advanced technical analysis of collar (telemetry)
data, which will require specialist technical analysis. This is envisioned to be conducted by specialist
consultants or academic (university) analysts. The process for conducting this work will be Arctic-led in
discussion with stakeholders. Arctic will work with its’ selected specialist(s) to prepare a draft Methods
document that will be circulated to all workshop attendees for comment. Arctic anticipates that this review
will enable agreement on the research question and approach to processing the data. Arctic believes that
this collaboration should facilitate more widespread acceptance of the results.
Arctic notes that the workshop discussions concluded that the size of a potential Zone of Influence around
the Ekati Diamond Mine is not a research objective at this time.

Research Objective No. 2
Research objective no. 2 is a direct continuation of previous (2019) engagement on implementation of
regional (herd-level) research under Jay Project EA Measures. Those engagement discussions were well
advanced towards distribution of a Request for Proposal (RFP) and provide a valuable starting point for
current discussions. The previous RFP plans require review and, possibly, adjustment to ensure they are
aligned with the current status of the Bathurst herd.
The first stage of work under research objective no. 2 is for Arctic to review the previous engagement
outcomes and adjust the RFP as needed to align with the discussions at this workshop. Arctic will circulate
its’ review to all workshop attendees for comment. Arctic’s review will intend to include specific research
questions. Arctic envisions that implementation of the research plans will directly involve Traditional
Knowledge and community members in the field. In the event that no material concerns are raised, Arctic
will then finalize and distribute the RFP. A future meeting will be required to determine the successful
proposal(s).

Next Steps
A general path forward was identified at the workshop, which is updated and summarized as follows:
• Re research objective no. 1, Arctic is approaching subject matter experts to select the person(s) to
complete this work. Once a candidate is selected, Arctic will circulate the research objective and
methods to attendees of this workshop for comment. Arctic’s intended date for circulation is by
May 30 and Arctic will seek comments by June 30.
• Re research objective no. 2, Arctic will circulate a draft RFP to attendees of this workshop for
comment. Arctic’s intended date for circulation is by March 31 and Arctic will seek comments by
April 21.
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Topic 2: WEMP Addendum
General
The WEMP has been in place throughout the operating life of the Ekati Diamond Mine and has routinely
undergone review and adaptive management update. The CRMP originated as a standalone document from
the Jay Project EA Measures (Measure 6-2). The CRMP has been implemented on a site-wide basis since its
creation in 2017 even though the Plan’s origin was specific to the Jay Project. The WEMP and CRMP were
approved by the GNWT-ENR in 2021 as satisfying the requirements of a Wildlife Monitoring and
Management Plan under the (NWT) Wildlife Act. As such, the WEMP and CRMP are site-wide (i.e., including
the Point Lake Project) enforceable requirements regulated by the GNWT-ENR. In its 2021 approval, the
GNWT-ENR required that the WEMP and CRMP undergo public review and update in alignment with the
WLWB review process for renewal of the Ekati Diamond Mine Water Licence by October 2023. Arctic
anticipates that an updated WEMP/CRMP can be approved prior to the conclusion of the WLWB process
(i.e., approved before October 2023).
The Point Lake Project WEMP Addendum is a temporary document that will describe the wildlife monitoring
and management activities that are required for the Point Lake Project that are additional to those activities
already included in the approved WEMP and CRMP. The activities described in the Addendum will be part of
the 2023 WEMP review and those activities deemed necessary to carry forward will be directly incorporated
into the 2023 WEMP update. Therefore, the Addendum will be in effect from June 2022 until GNWT-ENR
approval of the updated WEMP, which is anticipated to be received prior to October 2023. As such, the
activities described in the Addendum address the Project development activities that are anticipated to be
undertaken during this timeframe, which are:
• Point Lake dewatering and fish-out (Jun to Sep 2022)
• Construction of the WRSA base layer (Oct 2022 to Jan 2023)
• Overburden excavation and placement (Jan 2023 through late 2023); and
• (Likely) Excavation and placement of waste rock (approximately mid-2023 and onwards).
Discussions under the WEMP Addendum topic at the workshop were broken into two subjects:
1. Caribou Crossings Over Dewatering Pipelines; and
2. Caribou Monitoring

Caribou Crossings Over Dewatering Pipelines
Mitigating effects of the dewatering pipelines on caribou movement was discussed at the workshop. Arctic
stated that it was seeking an appropriate and reasonable balance between adequate mitigation and
operating efficiency (completing the dewatering on schedule). Arctic presented a plan for caribou crossing
ramps (slides 45 to 48) that was the basis of discussion. A number of themes were raised through discussion
as summarized below, along with Arctic’s proposed resolution. The related discussion of caribou monitoring
during the dewatering program is described in the following section, “Caribou Monitoring”.
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Full-Length Crossings or Burying
Some attendees suggested that the entire length of the pipeline be made into a crossing ramp or that the
entire length of the pipeline be buried (i.e., below-ground covered trench).
Arctic noted that complete covering or any degree of burying of the pipelines was not necessary and was
not a consideration for this Project because the following mitigations are already incorporated into Project
design and planning:
• Caribou presence is low during the dewatering period. The entire dewatering program is scheduled
to occur between mid-June and end September, a time when monitoring data confirms that caribou
presence in the area is at its annual low. Dewatering must be complete by mid-October at the latest
because the pipelines are not winterized and will freeze. This means that the pipelines will not be in
place during fall/early winter when caribou may be present in increased numbers.
• The pipelines are short-term and temporary. The Stage 1 (Lac du Sauvage) and Stage 2 (King Pond)
pipelines are not in place at the same time. The Stage 1 pipeline is to be relocated at the completion
of Stage 1 (August 2022) to serve as the Stage 2 pipeline. This means that caribou movement
unobstructed by pipelines is always available either to the east or to the west of Point Lake.
Additionally, the Stage 2 pipeline will be removed at the completion of Stage 2 pumping (September
2022).
Arctic noted that unnecessarily long sections of ramps or buried pipe would result in unacceptably long
timeframes for relocation/removal of the pipelines that would act to compromise the primary mitigation of
effects (completing the dewatering program as quickly as reasonably achievable during the summer season
when caribou presence is low).
Additional Crossings
A number of attendees suggested that additional crossing ramps would be helpful to further reduce risk of
caribou impedance.
A concern was raised regarding potential “pinch points” located at the 90-degree corner onto the Lac du
Sauvage north spur road (Stage 1) and at the 90-degree corner onto the Misery pipeline road (Stage 2). The
concern is that caribou that might encounter these locations would be blocked in two directions. In
response to this concern, Arctic committed to constructing crossing ramps at these two locations. Arctic
noted that it had already planned a crossing ramp at the 90-degree corner from the Point Lake access road
onto the Lac du Sauvage Road for both Stage 1 and Stage 2.
A concern was raised that additional crossings may be needed between the Point Lake access road and the
90-degree intersection with the north spur road (Stage 1). Arctic noted that this section of road was largely
constructed with rock berms along the north side such that caribou could not get on or off the road on the
north side and that this is why Arctic located its proposed crossing ramp #2 at a road ramp on the north
side. In response to this concern, Arctic has relocated its initially proposed pipeline crossing to slightly
further from the intersection with the north spur road.
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A concern was raised that an additional crossing may be needed at the esker (Stage 2). Arctic noted that the
esker crossing has not been observed as a preferred road crossing location for caribou, possibly because the
esker cut is sloped and has undergone some surficial slumping to create a rough and uneven surface, and
that this is why Arctic did not propose a pipeline crossing ramp. In response to this concern, Arctic
committed to considering a pipeline crossing at the esker through direct discussion at the community site
visit that is tentatively scheduled for the first half of June following melting of most of the surface snow.
Arctic notes that this timing is appropriate because this crossing would be for the Stage 2 (King Pond)
pipeline, which is not planned to be installed until August.
Noise
A concern was raised that noise from the dewatering pumps could affect caribou movement. Arctic stated
that the noise levels would be consistent with other pumping activities at the Ekati Diamond Mine. At the
workshop, Arctic committed to incidental noise monitoring along the Lac du Sauvage Road to build an
understanding of pumping noise levels and noise dissipation.
Following the workshop, Arctic obtained noise data regarding the barge-mounted electric pumps and the
electric generator located at the Point Lake utility pad to provide context for the risk related to noise. The
electric pumps may generate in the order of 60 dB at the pump when operating at full pump rate. The
electrical generator is housed inside an insulated trailer/container with the following specification:
SOUND ATTENUATED CONTAINER
For ease of transportation and protection.
Meets 72 dB(A) at 15 m (50 ft) below per
SAE J1074 measurement procedure.
For additional context, NWT industrial safety guidelines recommend that workers wear hearing protection in
work areas with noise levels greater than 85 dB over the course of the work day.
A concern was raised that noise from water flowing through the dewatering pipelines could affect caribou
movement. Arctic stated that the noise levels would be consistent with other pumping activities at the Ekati
Diamond Mine. In response to this concern, Arctic committed to temporarily interrupting pumping if noise
from water flow in the pipelines was identified as being a movement barrier. Arctic stated that it believes
this risk to be very low based on operating experience at Ekati Diamond Mine and Arctic notes that these
determinations would be balanced with achieving the primary mitigation of completing the dewatering
program as quickly as reasonably achievable in the summer season when caribou presence is low.
Additionally, in response to related concerns regarding noise from the pumps and generator, Arctic
committed to incidental noise monitoring along the Lac du Sauvage Road to build an understanding of
pumping noise levels and noise dissipation and this monitoring would also record noise from water flow in
the pipelines.
Contingency
Several attendees asked about the need for contingency or adaptive management planning. Arctic notes
that the WEMP and CRMP include the Point Lake dewatering program and that those monitoring and
mitigation measures, plus monitoring specified in the WEMP Addendum, will be in effect. Additionally, Arctic
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suggests that the additional crossings it has committed to, the short-term temporary nature of the pipelines,
the presence of only one stage pipeline at a time, and the primary mitigation of completing the dewatering
program during the summer season when caribou presence is low provide adequate mitigation without
additional contingency or adaptive management requirements beyond those provided through the WEMP
and CRMP. Arctic has noted that the dewatering program cannot extend into the fall season when caribou
presence may increase because the pipelines are not winterized.
Next Steps
A general path forward was identified at the workshop, which is updated and summarized as follows:
• Arctic will revise its plan for caribou ramps over the dewatering pipelines (i.e., slide 46) to reflect the
commitments made at the workshop and will circulate the revised plan with the revised WEMP
Addendum monitoring program no. 1 (see below).

Caribou Monitoring
Caribou monitoring through the duration of the Addendum was discussed at the workshop. Arctic previously
circulated a Draft Addendum in mid-December 2021 that formed the basis for discussion at the workshop
(slides 44 and 49 to 69). A number of themes were raised through discussion as summarized below, along
with Arctic’s response and proposed resolution. The related discussion of mitigation of risks to caribou
movement during the dewatering program is described in the preceding section, “Caribou Crossings Over
Dewatering Pipelines”.
Dewatering Period - Number and Location of Cameras
•

Arctic committed to 2 cameras per pipeline crossing ramp and additional cameras between
crossings.

Direct Observation
•

Arctic noted that the existing direct monitoring protocols in the WEMP/CRMP conducted by
Environment Department will apply.

Traffic Effects - Inclusion of Misery Road
•

Misery Road will be included in the 2023 WEMP update based on lessons-learned from Lac du
Sauvage Road monitoring in 2022. Monitoring of the Misery Road is not required in the Addendum
because no Point Lake Project kimberlite haulage traffic is planned until 2024 (i.e., beyond the
timeframe of the Addendum).
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Next Steps
A general path forward was identified at the workshop, which is updated and summarized as follows:
• Arctic will prioritize revision and circulation for comment of monitoring program no. 1 of the WEMP
Addendum (i.e., monitoring during the dewatering period) because this is the pending stage of the
project development work. Arctic will revise monitoring program no. 1 to reflect commitments
made at the workshop and will circulate the revision to all workshop attendees for comment. Arctic
anticipates that this review will enable finalization of monitoring program no. 1. Arctic anticipates
circulating the revised monitoring program no. 1 by March 11 and will seek comments by March 31.
• Discussion at the workshop identified that some details of the monitoring program following
dewatering will vary slightly depending on the final design of the WRSA. Given Arctic’s development
following the workshop of the WRSA Hybrid Design Solution described below, Arctic will proceed
with revision of the remainder of the WEMP Addendum (i.e., other than monitoring program no. 1
described above) to reflect commitments made at the workshop. Arctic will circulate the revision to
all workshop attendees for comment. Arctic anticipates that this review will enable finalization of
the WEMP Addendum. Arctic anticipates circulating the revised monitoring program by April 15 and
will seek comments by May 6.
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Topic 3: WRSA Design
General
The Point Lake Project kimberlites are overlain with a substantive quantity of overburden (primarily glacial
till) and waste rock (estimated 99% metasediment). In addition to pre-stripping, waste rock will be mined
concurrently with kimberlite throughout the operating life of the open pit. Therefore, the Point Lake Project
requires a Waste Rock Storage Area (WRSA) and an Overburden Stockpile (OVBSP). Additionally, the WRSA
will require a WRSA seepage collection system that is likely to include constructed berms and sumps. At this
workshop and for this summary report, the discussion of “WRSA Design” includes the WRSA, the OVBSP and
the WRSA seepage collection system. These three related Project components will all be included in the
WRSA Design Report that is required under the Water Licence.
Arctic proposed a WRSA Design in its initial applications to the WLWB in May 2021. This is now referred to as
the “original design”. Arctic proposed that the original design appropriately and effectively mitigated postclosure risks to caribou movement and best facilitated WRSA seepage collection. In response to comments
and suggestions heard through the WLWB review process and Arctic’s own engagement meetings, Arctic
developed a series of conceptual design variations that Arctic considered technically and economically
feasible, that achieve the essential environmental and operating requirements (slide 73), and that provide
the same or better mitigation of environmental risks as the original design.
The original design and four conceptual design variations were discussed at the workshop. However,
conceptual design variation no. 3 was included in the workshop discussion for completeness and consistency
with previous presentations and Arctic considers variation no. 3 not possible because it covers over the Lac
du Sauvage road. The workshop discussions focussed primarily on post-closure caribou movement based on
the 3-D representations of the closure configurations that Arctic developed for the workshop in response to
previous requests (slides 74 to 89). Workshop discussions of the design variations also included height,
footprint and complexity of WRSA seepage collection (slide 91).
The general discussion themes and outcomes are summarized below for the original design and each design
variation. Following the workshop, Arctic developed a hybrid design solution that reflects the workshop
discussions by taking advantage of strong points and avoiding weak points of the other designs. The hybrid
design is described below and represents Arctic’s intended path forward based on the cumulative feedback
received throughout review and engagement over the past year.
For ease of reference, the image from slide 91 is repeated below (Figure 1) illustrating the design variations
annotated with the associated heights, footprints, and seepage collection complexity.
Several attendees requested low-profile “ground-level” views of the WRSA design variations. Following the
workshop, Arctic prepared these views for the original design and conceptual design variations 3 and 4.
These new views are provided as Attachment 2.
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Figure 1. Original Design and Variants – Summary of Height, Footprint, and Seepage Collection (workshop
presentation slide 91)
Variant 1

Original Design

Height: 486.5 m (north pile only)
Footprint: 62 ha (north pile only)
Seepage Collection: reduced construction (use road)

Height: 490 m (north pile); 500 m (west pile)
Footprint: 30 ha (north pile; 19 ha (west pile)
Seepage Collection: reduced construction (use road)

Variant 2

Variant 4

Height: 481.5 m (north and northwest pile);
Footprint: 55 ha (north pile; 20 ha (northwest pile)
Seepage Collection: increased construction

Height: 476.5 m (north pile); 451.5 m (northeast pile)
Footprint: 55 ha (north pile; 27 ha (northeast pile)
Seepage Collection: increased construction

Setback Distances
Discussions at the workshop included setback distances of the original design and design variations 3 and 4
from key natural features of the landscape. Following the workshop, Arctic compiled these setback distances
in Table 1 below. A key plan illustrating the exact locations measured is provided in Figure 2. These setback
distances are referred to in the following discussion of design variations.
Table 1. Setback Distances
Plan

Measurement
ID

Original Design
Original Design
Original Design
Original Design
Variation No. 3
Variation No. 3
Variation No. 3
Variation No. 3
Variation No. 4
Variation No. 4
Variation No. 4

1
2
2a
3
1
2
3
3a
1
2
3

Description
(all are minimum distances)
Thinner Lake to WRSA west pile
Christine Lake to LdS road
Christine Lake to outlet stream pond
LdS bay to east extent of WRSA
Thinner Lake to Overburden Stockpile
Christine Lake to WRSA
LdS bay to east extent of WRSA
WRSA to Christine Lake outlet stream pond
Thinner Lake to Overburden Stockpile
Christine Lake to WRSA
LdS bay to east extent of WRSA

Distance
(m)

Elevation Change
(m)

Downslope
Direction

165
212
600
704
230
75
535
88
230
50
373

12
12
7
25
5
1
10
2
5
1
5

WSW
NW
E
NNE
WSW
W
NE
NE
WSW
W
NE
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Figure 2. Setback Distance Measurement Locations

Original Design
2a
2

3

1
Variation No. 3
2

3a3

1
Variation No. 4
3
2

1
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Original Design
The original design (slides 74 to 79) provides greatest operating efficiency and mitigates risk to post-closure
caribou movement through:
• Locating the primary metasediment pile (north pile) in the movement shadow of the
Point/Connor/Alexia lakes area;
• Providing a 200 m caribou movement corridor between the esker/Thinner Lake and the
WRSA/OVBSP and minimizing the size of the west metasediment pile;
• Not placing waste rock or overburden in the caribou movement corridor east of Point/Connor Lake
(i.e., towards Lac du Sauvage);
• Utilizing the Lac du Sauvage Road as part of the WRSA seepage collection system to reduce
construction impacts/complexity and maintain a large setback from Christine Lake.
The original design provides the smallest footprint, the highest piles, and less complex seepage collection as
compared to the other design variations. The initial feedback received by Arctic on the original design was
whether it was possible to avoid or, at the least, further minimize WRSA/OVBSP development in the area
between Point Lake and the esker/Thinner Lake. That initial feedback and on-going feedback resulted in
development of the conceptual design variations discussed at the workshop. Arctic believes that the
strengths of the original design are:
• Avoids development east of Point/Connor Lake;
• Provides for post-closure caribou movement east and west of Point Lake; and
• Offers relatively less complex and less intrusive seepage collection with large setback from Christine
Lake (200 m).

Conceptual Design Variations Nos. 1 and 2
Conceptual design variation no. 1 (slides 80 to 82) avoids waste rock placement between Point Lake and the
esker/Thinner Lake by extending the WRSA to the east of Point Lake, nearly blocking the caribou movement
corridor between Point Lake and Lac du Sauvage. The OVBSP remains to the west of Point Lake but is realigned to provide increased setback from the esker/Thinner Lake as compared to the original design.
Conceptual design variation no. 1 was identified at the workshop as not a preferred approach because of
poor post-closure caribou movement.
Conceptual design variation no. 2 (slides 83 to 85) avoids waste rock placement between Point Lake and the
esker/Thinner Lake by extending the WRSA on the north of the Lac du Sauvage Road close to the southwest
side of Christine Lake. The OVBSP remains to the west of Point Lake but is re-aligned to provide increased
setback from the esker/Thinner Lake as compared to the original design. Conceptual design variation no. 2
was identified at the workshop as not a preferred approach because of poor post-closure caribou
movement. Variation no. 2 also requires more complex and intrusive construction for seepage collection
with a small setback from Christine Lake.
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Conceptual Design Variation No. 3
Conceptual design variation no. 3 (slide 86) avoids waste rock placement between Point Lake and the
esker/Thinner Lake by “wrapping” the WRSA around the east side of Point Lake and by extending the WRSA
across the Lac du Sauvage Road towards the southeast side of Christine Lake and the Christine Lake outlet
stream. The OVBSP remains to the west of Point Lake but is re-aligned to provide increased setback from the
esker/Thinner Lake as compared to the original design (+65 m). Conceptual design variation no. 3 was
identified by Arctic at the workshop as not a possible approach for these primary reasons:
1. the Lac du Sauvage Road is not available for post-closure pit flooding;
2. more complex and intrusive construction for seepage collection with a small setback from Christine
Lake (75 m); and
3. infringing on the direct caribou movement path from the south side of Christine Lake at the esker to
the area east of Point and Connor Lakes. This is illustrated by the difference between setback
measurements 2a and 3a (Table 1, Figure 2) which shows this pathway reduced in the order of 500
m to a 90 m width.
At the workshop, several attendees asked whether retention of the Lac du Sauvage Road was essential, and
whether pit flooding could be accomplished using an alternate route to Lac du Sauvage around the toe of
the WRSA or using Lac de Gras. At the workshop, Arctic indicated that new road construction around the toe
of the WRSA would not be possible given the close proximity to Christine Lake and outlet stream and the
nature of road required (i.e., large enough for vehicle access and pipeline). Additionally, Arctic indicated that
new road construction to Lac de Gras in the general vicinity of Point Lake would not be considered because
this would require road construction across the caribou movement corridor with relatively poor shoreline
access for pump access and operation (i.e., increased risk to Lac de Gras).
Following the workshop and in response to this question, Arctic further investigated the possibility of
accessing water from Lac de Gras at the end of the winter road to the west of Lynx Pit for flooding of the
Point Lake open pit, a pumping distance of approximately 10 km. Whereas pump flooding from Lac du
Sauvage would utilize the same pumps and pipeline used for dewatering of Point Lake, pumping from this
location in Lac de Gras would require booster pumps and additional pipeline. Additionally, pump flooding
would be likely to take a longer time period because of high friction losses over such a long distance. Arctic
finds that flooding the Point Lake open pit from Lac de Gras at the end of the winter road access is not a
viable approach.
While conceptual design variation no. 3 is not a viable approach, Arctic believes that it illustrates a
favourable design aspect that is shared with variation no. 4, “wrapping” the WRSA around the east side of
Point Lake to reduce waste rock placement elsewhere without blocking the caribou movement corridor
between Point Lake and Lac du Sauvage. This is illustrated by setback measurement 3 (Table 1, Figure 2)
which shows a minimum setback from Lac du Sauvage of over 500 m for variation no. 3. The natural slope in
this area on the east side of Point Lake does not provide as much storage space per ha as the slopes
dropping away to the north, which is why this area was not included in the original design.
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Conceptual Design Variation No. 4
Conceptual design variation no. 4 (slides 87 to 89) follows a similar concept as variation no.3 but retains the
Lac du Sauvage Road. Variation no. 4 avoids waste rock placement between Point Lake and the
esker/Thinner Lake by “wrapping” the WRSA around the east side of Point Lake and extending the WRSA on
the north side of the Lac du Sauvage Road to the southeast side of Christine Lake and the Christine Lake
outlet stream. The OVBSP remains to the west of Point Lake but is re-aligned to provide increased setback
from the esker/Thinner Lake as compared to the original design (+65 m). While variation no. 4 avoids waste
rock placement between Point Lake and the esker/Thinner Lake, the variation presents substantive negative
outcomes. Variation no. 4 requires waste rock placement close to Christine Lake and outlet stream which
results in complex seepage collection construction requirements and minimal setback (in the order of 50 m).
Additionally, Arctic identified at the workshop that variation no. 4 effectively blocks direct caribou
movement from the south side of Christine Lake at the esker to the area east of Point and Connor Lakes, an
observed pathway. These negative factors render variation no. 4 undesirable in Arctic’s view.
A number of attendees expressed discomfort with a residual “gap” where Lac du Sauvage Road lies between
the two parts of the WRSA. The concern was that this gap would be a substantive barrier to caribou
movement. A question was raised whether Arctic could fill and contour the gap with overburden as a closure
measure, thereby also reducing the size of the residual OVBSP. At the workshop, Arctic indicated that this
was likely prohibitively expensive and Arctic questioned whether variation no. 4 should undergo further
consideration because of this additional negative factor (i.e., in addition to complex seepage collection with
minimal setback, and effective blockage of a known caribou pathway from the south side of Christine Lake).
Following the workshop, Arctic conducted a preliminary analysis of filling and contouring identified gap,
which confirms that this cost is extremely high and would be material to Project economics.
In light of these substantive negative factors, Arctic recommends against variation no. 4. While conceptual
design variation no. 4 is not recommended, Arctic believes that it illustrates a favourable design aspect that
is shared with variation 3, “wrapping” the WRSA around the east side of Point Lake to reduce waste rock
placement elsewhere without blocking the caribou movement corridor between Point Lake and Lac du
Sauvage. This is illustrated by setback measurement 3 (Table 1, Figure 2) which shows a minimum setback
from Lac du Sauvage of approximately 370 m for variation no. 4. The natural slope in this area on the east
side of Point Lake does not provide as much storage space per ha as the slopes dropping away to the north,
which is why this area was not included in the original design.

Hybrid Design Solution
Following the workshop, Arctic developed a hybrid design solution that reflects discussions at the workshop
by taking advantage of strong points and avoiding weak points of the other variations. Computer-generated
3-dimensional views of the hybrid design are provided in Attachment 3. Figure 3 below provides an aerial
view of the hybrid design and Figure 4 below provides a visual comparison of the original design, variations 3
and 4, and the hybrid design. The inset information on Figure 4 shows that the height and footprint of the
hybrid design are similar to the original design.
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Figure 3. Hybrid Design (looking southeast)

Figure 4. Original Design, Variants 3 and 4, and Hybrid Design – Summary of Height, Footprint, and
Seepage Collection
Original Design

Variant
Variant23

Height: 471.5 m (north pile)
Footprint: 75 ha (north pile)
Seepage Collection: more complex (minimal setback)

Height: 490 m (north pile); 500 m (west pile)
Footprint: 30 ha (north pile; 19 ha (west pile)
Seepage Collection: less complex (use road, large setback)

Variant 4

Variant
Hybrid 4Solution

Height: 476.5 m (north pile); 451.5 m (northeast pile)
Footprint: 55 ha (north pile); 27 ha (northeast pile)
Seepage Collection: more complex (minimal setback)

Height: 501.5 m (north pile)
Footprint: 55 ha (north pile)
Seepage Collection: less complex (use road, large setback)
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The hybrid design blends the strong points of the original design and variations 3 and 4, as follows:
• Avoids waste rock placement between Point Lake and the esker/Thinner Lake;
• Wraps the WRSA around the east side of Point Lake without blocking the caribou movement
corridor between Point/Connor lakes and Lac du Sauvage;
• Locates the bulk of the WRSA in the movement shadow of the Point/Connor/Alexia Lakes area;
• Provides an increased setback between the OVBSP and the esker/Thinner Lake as compared to the
original design; and
• Utilizes the Lac du Sauvage Road as part of the WRSA seepage collection system to reduce
construction impacts/complexity and maintain a large setback from Christine Lake.
The hybrid design provides the more favourable setback distances of the various design variations listed in
Table 1 and illustrated on Figure 2 above. The hybrid design:
• provides the larger setback from the esker and Thinner Lake per variations nos. 3 and 4
(Measurement 1);
• provides the larger setback distance from Christine Lake per the original design (Measurement 2);
• provides the full space between Christine Lake and the outlet stream pond per the original design
(Measurement 2a); and
• provides the same setback from the nearest bay of Lac du Sauvage as variation 3 (Measurement 3).
Arctic has found the engagement process on WRSA Design that has been underway over the past year to be
constructive and successful in identifying the hybrid design as the concept that should be taken forward for
detailed engineering design.

Design and Approval Process
At the workshop, Arctic described the WRSA design and approval process and responded to questions, as
summarized below.
The original design and design variations are all developed to a “conceptual” level for the purpose of
enabling the selection of a preferred approach to take forward for final engineering design. The conceptual
designs have undergone a concept-level volumetric and footprint evaluation, however have not undergone
the detailed construction and stability analyses that are necessary for safe and confident construction and
for WLWB approval. Detailed engineering design must be completed by a Professional Engineer and it is
common that the detailed engineering analyses result in changes to the conceptual design. Changes may be
required to resolve safety, constructability or stability issues, for example. In the case of the Point Lake
WRSA Design, detailed engineering will require a timeframe of 3 to 4 months.
The Point Lake Project development schedule requires that construction of the base layer of the WRSA
(nominal 1 m thick layer of construction rock) commence in October 2022 (slide 13). The WRSA base layer is
considered to be the start of construction of the WRSA as defined in the Water Licence and, therefore,
cannot commence without WLWB approval of the WRSA Design Report. Therefore, Arctic has scheduled
submission of the WRSA Design Report for July, which is the latest submission date that could enable the
start of construction in October (i.e., 3 months for WLWB review and approval) (slide 17). Arctic is
responsible for successful implementation of the Project and must initiate engineering design at this time to
ensure that the WRSA Design Report can be submitted to the WLWB for approval in July.
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It is most common that a single conceptual design is selected for detailed engineering as a matter of
efficiency and timely finalization and this approach is necessary for the Point Lake Project. It is not feasible
for the Point Lake Project to conduct detailed engineering on multiple concepts as this greatly increases
costs and, more importantly, requires an extended timeframe that would not achieve the required Project
development schedule. Arctic has found the engagement process on WRSA Design that has been underway
over the past year to be constructive and successful in identifying the design concept that should be taken
forward for detailed engineering design (i.e., the hybrid design solution described above).
Arctic plans to continue engagement on the Point Lake Project. The WRSA Design schedule provides time for
consideration of discussions at the spring/early summer community site visit that Arctic has consistently
committed to and that has not been possible to date because of Covid-19 health guidelines. Arctic
anticipates the site visit may take place in the first half of June once most of the snow has melted from the
land. Arctic will not be in a position to entertain discussion of different concepts at that time, however the
site visit will provide opportunity to discuss minor changes to the WRSA Design that will, at that time, be
well advanced. Arctic’s intent is to have draft WRSA design information available for the site visit. Following
submission of the WRSA Design Report to the WLWB, engagement on WRSA Design will continue through
the WLWB public review process and Arctic’s engagement meetings.
Arctic notes that in the absence of the site visit to discuss final details of the WRSA Design, it would likely be
possible for Arctic to finalize and submit the WRSA Design Report in June rather than July, which would
reduce schedule risk to the Project. However, Arctic is committed to the site visit for the purpose of
discussing final design details prior to finalization of the report for WLWB submission.

Next Steps
A general path forward was identified at the workshop, which is updated and summarized as follows:
• Arctic’s next step is to initiate detailed engineering design, with the intent of having draft design
information available for the community site visit (anticipate first half of June) and a final WRSA
Design Report submitted to the WLWB in July.
• Arctic will shortly initiate internal planning for the community site visit and will contact workshop
attendees in due course to discuss and finalize arrangements.
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Attachment 1: Workshop Presentation Slides

Point Lake Project
Workshop on
WEMP and WRSA
February 15-16, 2022

Ekati Diamond Mine Point Lake Project

Opening Prayer

2

Ekati Diamond Mine Point Lake Project

Arctic Welcome

3

Ekati Diamond Mine Point Lake Project

Health and Safety Moment
Arctic strives to protect its workers and visitors from harm

• Dedicated on-site safety leaders and protocols
• Adherence to safety regulations
Re Covid-19:
• Adherence to Public Health Orders and Guidelines
• On-site vaccination in partnership with GNWT
• On-site testing, isolation and health protocols
• Mandatory Vaccination Policy

4

Ekati Diamond Mine Point Lake Project

Workshop Outline
Hours:

Day 1

• Introductions
• Project Updates

• 9:00 to 4:30 each day
• Lunch from 12:00 to 1:00
• Morning and afternoon breaks

• Caribou Research
• WEMP Addendum

Zoom Protocols:
• Use “Raise Hand” and “Chat”
• Camera On: when speaking (if possible)
• Camera Off: when not speaking

Day 2

• WRSA Design

• Mute On: when not speaking

• Wrap Up

• Recorded for future reference

Facilitator: Sarah Gagne, ERM
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Workshop Agenda
Day 2, Wednesday

Day 1, Tuesday
Time

Topic

Time

Topic

9:00 – 9:30

Welcome and Introductions

9:00 – 9:15

Day 1 Recap

9:30 – 10:30

Project Updates

9:15 – 10:30

WEMP Addendum

10:30 – 10:45

Break

10:30 – 10:45

Break

10:45 – 12:00

Caribou Research

10:45 – 12:00

WRSA Design

12:00 – 1:00

Lunch

12:00 – 1:00

Lunch

1:00 – 2:30

Caribou Research

1:00 – 2:30

WRSA Design

2:30 – 2:45

Break

2:30 – 2:45

Break

2:45 to 4:30

WEMP Addendum

2:45 to 4:00

Workshop Wrap Up
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PROJECT UPDATES

Ekati Diamond Mine Point Lake Project

Project Updates
Project Location

• The Point Lake Project is close to Misery
Camp and is essentially an extension to
existing Ekati Diamond Mine operations

Point Lake
Project
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Ekati Diamond Mine Point Lake Project

Project Updates
Project Location

• The Point Lake Project is adjacent to the
existing Lac du Sauvage Road
• Operational services will be provided
mostly from the Misery Camp
• Kimberlite ore will be hauled to the
process plant on the Misery Road.
• Minimal new infrastructure will be required
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Project Updates
Mining Schedule

• Depletion of Pigeon, Sable and Misery Underground kimberlites is approaching on schedule.
• The need to start open pit mining of the Point Lake kimberlites in 2023 has not changed.
We Are
Here

Mining at Pigeon Open Pit will
be complete by April 2022
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Project Updates
Project Overview

• Needed to prevent mine closure in 2024
• Uses existing infrastructure

Lac du Sauvage

• Requires WRSA located at Point Lake
(Arctic original design shown)
Point
Lake

• Seepage collected to King Pond
• Support from Misery and Main Camps

Connor
Lake
Pont
Lake

• Jay Project cancelled
Lac du Sauvage Road

Alexia Lake
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Project Updates
Site Preparations

• The Point Lake access road and utility pad have been constructed without incident.
• The dewatering pipeline and pumps are in-transit on the winter road.
Point Lake Access Road and Utility
Pad, As-Built, February 2022
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Project Updates
Project Development Schedule

• The overall Project Development Schedule has not changed.
• Preparations for Dewatering are on schedule.

We Are
Here

Dewatering during summer 2022
remains a Critical Path Activity
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Project Updates
Three-Dimensional Visualizations

Arctic has prepared 3D computer
visualizations of the Point Lake
Project showing:
• Landscape features
• WRSA design and variations
• Caribou collar data
These visualizations will help with
discussions at this workshop and in
the future
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Project Updates
Three-Dimensional Visualizations Using "Leapfrog GEO"

Modelling Program: “Leapfrog GEO”
Data Sources
• High-resolution digital elevation models
(DEM) including 2013 LiDAR surveys
• Surveyed development (e.g., Lynx Open
Pit, Lac du Sauvage Road, Point Lake
Access Road and Utility Pad)
• Satellite and Drone Imagery
• Orthophotos
• Conceptual Designs for WRSA
Variations
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Project Updates
Primary Project-Level Regulatory Approvals

Water License Amendment and Land Use Permit (WLWB)
• Closing Arguments submitted and proceeding to Licence/Permit issuance on schedule
Fisheries Act Authorization (DFO)
• Conceptual Fish Habitat Offsetting Plan undergoing review
Surface Lease (GNWT-Lands)
• Surface Lease application undergoing review
• Wildlife Monitoring and Management Plan (GNWT-ENR)
• Approved in 2021
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Project Updates
Upcoming Regulatory Approvals - 2022

• Individual Plan approvals are required to enable Project Development activities to proceed on schedule.

Legend
S: Submitted
A: Approved
Shaded: Review Period
*: A Dewatering Plan has been submitted for approval.

Required start of
Dewatering/Fish-Out

Scheduled start of
construction of the
WRSA Base Layer

Planned start of
overburden excavation
at Point Lake Open Pit
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Project Updates
Future Regulatory Approvals - 2023

Water License Renewal (WLWB)
• Required by October 2023
• Work to begin in 2022
Wildlife Monitoring and Management Plan Update (GNWT-ENR)
• Required by October 2023, linked to WL Renewal engagement process
• Work to begin in 2022
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Project Updates
Caribou Monitoring and Mitigation

1996

2017

2021

2022

2023

WEMP IMPLEMENTATION WITH UPDATES AND ADAPTIVE MANAGEMENT
PLP WEMP ADDENDUM
IMPLEMENTATION

CRMP IMPLEMENTATION

WEMP = Wildlife Effects Monitoring Program
CRMP = Caribou Roads Mitigation Plan
EA = Environmental Assessment
PLP = Point Lake Project
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Project Updates
Caribou Monitoring and Mitigation

Wildlife Effects Monitoring Program (WEMP)
• In effect since 1996; approved by GNWT-ENR under Wildlife Act
• Defines site-wide monitoring and management for all wildlife
• Provides for adaptive management and continuous update
• Annual report publicly circulated
• Scheduled for public review and update by October 2023
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Project Updates
Caribou Monitoring and Mitigation

Caribou Roads Mitigation Plan (CRMP)
• In effect since 2017; approved by GNWT-ENR under
Wildlife Act
• Defines site-wide measures for protecting caribou at
roads
• Originated through Jay Project EA Measure 6-2
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Project Updates
Caribou Road Mitigation Plan
The Caribou Road Mitigation Plan provides the following protective measures:
• All caribou observations recorded and reported
• Traffic stoppage under environment department control
• Caribou/wildlife have the right-of-way (i.e., no deterring of caribou from
roads/infrastructure allowed)
• Provision of ramps to facilitate caribou passage, including integration of Traditional
Knowledge in crossing design; limiting snow berms along roads; speed limits on roads
• Daily road surveys with site-wide notifications when caribou are near the Ekati mine;
road closures to allow caribou to pass with no “herding”
• Stockpiling ore to facilitate production during road closures
• Use of wildlife cameras to capture caribou interactions with roads movement and assess
the potential barrier effect of the roads
• Finding: Caribou that approach mine roads cross the road without incident
• Finding: The CRMP effectively prioritizes caribou presence over mine traffic
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Project Updates
Caribou Presence in 2021

• The number of caribou observed in the mine area varies from
year to year
• Large groups of caribou passed through the mine area in
2021 without incident
• Approximately 300 animals were observed in July;
approximately 2,800 animals were observed in October
• The primary areas of observation were the Sable Road and
the Pigeon site
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Project Updates
Caribou Presence in 2021

• All aspects of the Caribou Road Mitigation Plan
were successfully implemented, particularly:
• Caribou presence was identified
• Notifications and communications were made
• Traffic was stopped until caribou passed without
encouragement
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CARIBOU RESEARCH

Ekati Diamond Mine Point Lake Project

Caribou Research
Expectations for Today

• Review current information
• Continue the discussion of next stages of caribou research
• Review previously identified key objectives, definitions and scopes for research projects
• What are the key concerns to be addressed through research?
• What are the co-factors that influence caribou movement?

• Questions for discussion
• Are caribou encountering the mine delayed in arrival time at calving grounds compared to caribou that do not?
• Significant difference in travel distance of caribou encountering the mine compared to caribou that do not?
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Caribou Research
Caribou Research Through Jay EA Measures

• Arctic has committed to implementing relevant measures resulting
from the 2016 Environmental Assessment of the now cancelled
Jay Project
• Many of the measures related to caribou and caribou movement
involve Traditional Knowledge
• For example, measure 6-2 includes:
• Community-based caribou monitoring
• Investigation of Zone of Influence drivers
• Bathurst Herd research
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Caribou Research
Jay EA Measure 6-2 (Caribou Mitigation and Offsetting Plan)
Commitment

Description of Commitment

Status

Commentary – September 2021

Progressive
Reclamation

DDEC will reschedule reclamation activities earlier to
compensate for effects to caribou by the Jay Project.

In progress

Version 3.1 of the ICRP is in production for submission to the
WLWB. Arctic is committed to progressive reclamation of the
Ekati Mine.

Communitybased Caribou
Monitoring

DDEC will directly support community-based monitoring
annually ($100,000 per year) during Jay Project
operation.

On hold

Arctic is committed to resume direct funding and in-kind support
of community-based monitoring programs during Point Lake
Project operation.

Investigation of
ZOI Drivers

DDEC will provide $125,000 in both 2018 and 2019
($250,000 in total) for review and analysis of geofenced
collar data to help increase the accuracy and precision of
the ZOI.

On hold

Arctic is committed to progress with assessment of collar data as
and when appropriate. The timing and focus of this assessment
will be established through engagement with IGO’s, GNWT and
IEMA. $50,000 of in-kind support was previously provided to
NRCan for dust deposition research.

Bathurst Herd
Research

DDEC will provide matching grant funding in the amount
of $200,000 in 2017 and $100,000 in each of the
following three years (2018-2020) towards research to
help determine the magnitude and spatial and temporal
extents of the key factors limiting the Bathurst herd.

On hold

Arctic is committed to move forward with Bathurst Herd research.
This work was placed on hold pending the establishment of
research objective and the drafting of a request for research
proposal.
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Caribou Research
Available Information

• Annual WEMP Reports and Arctic 2020 Camera Report
• No vehicle/road mortalities
• Caribou at roads cross the road
• IEMA 2021 Exploratory Analysis of Caribou Movement
• Caribou may be delayed several kms out from a road

• Arctic 2021 Preliminary Analysis of Updated Caribou Collar Telemetry Data
• Updated data for analysis of current seasonal variations and movement pathways
• Animations available

• Plan to Carry Forward Jay Project Environmental Assessment Measure 6-2
• Support of community-based monitoring proposals
• Ekati Diamond Mine Zone-of-Influence Research
• Support of Bathurst Herd Research
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Caribou Research
Overview - Caribou Collar Tracks for April 2020 to April 2021 (1 year)

Point Lake
Project
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Caribou Research
Overview - Caribou Collar Tracks for April 2019 to April 2020 (1 year)

Point Lake
Project
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Caribou Research
Overview - Caribou Collar Tracks for April 2018 to April 2019 (1 year)

Point Lake
Project
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Caribou Research
Overview - Caribou Collar Tracks for April 2017 to April 2018 (1 year)

Point Lake
Project
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Caribou Research
Overview - Caribou Collar Tracks for April 2016 to April 2017 (1 year)

Point Lake
Project
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Caribou Research
Overview - Caribou Collar Tracks for April 2015 to April 2016 (1 year)

Point Lake
Project
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Caribou Research
Point Lake Overview – looking N (1996 to 2014 historical caribou data, 24-hour data points)
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Caribou Research
Point Lake Overview – looking N (2015 to 2021 recent caribou data, hourly data points)
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Caribou Research
Point Lake Overview – looking N (all 1996 to 2021 caribou data)
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Caribou Research
Research Concepts for Discussion

• Advanced analysis of caribou collar data (ZOI research)
• Question: Are caribou impacted by mine infrastructure reaching wintering grounds or calving grounds?
• Method: Full scientific analysis of caribou collar data, possibly involving university researchers.
• Research objective: Evaluate existing mitigation effectiveness using collar data (expansion of exploratory analysis done
by IEMA

• TK/Western science-based Bathurst herd research
• Question: What is the caribou zone-of-influence distance around the Ekati Diamond Mine?
• Method: Field investigations involving community members and TK-Holders plus scientific analysis.
• Potential research objective: Updated and integrated (TK and science) indication of caribou zone-of-influence:
• Caribou forage conditions
• Climate change
• Caribou health (e.g., pregnancy and calf and adult survival rates)
• Forest fire
• Predation
• Caribou behaviour and migration
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Caribou Research
Next Steps

• Arctic will create a draft RFP and circulate to stakeholders for review and comments
• These analyses will follow an independent timeline given the importance and complexity of the analyses
• The results may inform the future adaptive management of the WEMP and associated mitigations
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WEMP ADDENDUM

Ekati Diamond Mine Point Lake Project

WEMP Addendum
Expectations for Today

• Review Draft Addendum
• Scope
• Dewatering Pipelines Crossings
• Monitoring Program

• Provide feedback for Arctic to prepare a final draft Addendum

• Questions for discussion
• What is your feedback for Arctic on the content of the Addendum?
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WEMP Addendum
Scope

• Timeframe
• From Point Lake dewatering to 2023 approval of updated WEMP
• (June 2022 to October 2023)

• Anticipated Development Activities
• Dewatering and Fish-Out
• Construction of WRSA base layer (construction rock)
• Overburden excavation and placement in Overburden Stockpile
• Lac du Sauvage Road modifications
• Possible metasediment excavation and placement in WRSA

• Mitigation Measures (additional to WEMP/CRMP)
• Caribou crossings of dewatering pipeline

• Monitoring (additional to WEMP/CRMP)
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WEMP Addendum
Point Lake Dewatering Pipelines – looking N

Dewatering Pipelines
• 30-inch diameter; installed on road surface
• Winter road delivery in February
• Stage 1 Lac du Sauvage pipeline (blue):
•

Installed in May

•

Relocated to Stage 2 in August

• Stage 2 KPSF pipeline (red):
•

Installed in August (relocation from Stage 1)

•

Removed in September

• Feasible pumping duration is early October
•

Pipelines not winterized
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WEMP Addendum
Point Lake Dewatering Pipelines – looking N, Pipeline Crossings

Notes
• Stage 1 and 2 pipelines are not in place at the
same time
Crossing #1
Stage 1

• Low caribou presence while pipelines present
• Life of crossings is short-term one-summer

Crossing #2
Stage 1
Crossing #3
Stages 1 and 2

• Pipeline Crossings Design
• Crossings designed same as road crossings:
•

10 m width; 3:1 slopes; 6" minus construction rock

Crossing #4
Stage 2
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WEMP Addendum
Point Lake Dewatering Pipelines
#1

Pipeline Crossings Details
Drone Image – looking N
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WEMP Addendum
Point Lake Dewatering Pipelines

Roc
k Be
rm

Pipeline Crossings Details
Drone Image – looking N

#3
#3

To Point Lake

#4
#3

To King Pond
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WEMP Addendum
Proposed Monitoring Initiatives for Point Lake Project

Finalized Addendum will constitute an addition to the mitigation and monitoring programs that extend
to the PLP through the application of the existing, approved sitewide WEMP (incl. CRMP)
• New and additional monitoring and mitigation elements required for the PLP relating to PL-specific
infrastructure and activities to occur in 2022 and 2023 that fall outside the existing WEMP
• Five monitoring programs for PLP proposed:
Monitoring Program Data Source

Timeline

Program 1

During dewatering of Point Lake

Program 2
Program 3

Wildlife Camera Observations
After dewatering is complete

Program 4
Program 5

Traffic Levels
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WEMP Addendum
Proposed Monitoring Initiatives for Point Lake Project

Data needed are most reliably and efficiently provided using wildlife cameras
• Using wildlife cameras for monitoring is a method that is:
• Measure presence or behaviour of animals within approximately 30 m of the camera (i.e., it is not a landscape-scale
monitoring tool)
• Program limitations:
• a specific set of behavioural observations identifiable from still photographs
• the number of observations
• One or two simple questions can be addressed effectively (e.g., crossing/deflection) à multiple factors analysis not likely given expected
number of observations
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WEMP Addendum
Program 1 (During Dewatering)
Monitoring of crossing ramps over dewatering pipeline along the existing LDS Road

• Study Area
• Existing LDS and LDS Spur Roads
from the esker east to LDS
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WEMP Addendum
Program 1 (During Dewatering) - Project Activity

• 30” Pipeline placed on top of
LDS and LDS Spur Roads
• Crossings will be constructed
over the pipeline and road
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WEMP Addendum
Program 1 (During Dewatering) - Timing and Duration

• Monitoring to begin in spring/early
Summer 2022 following crossing
ramp construction
• Monitoring will end upon pipeline
and pipeline crossings removal
once dewatering in complete
• Stage 1 completion scheduled for
August
• Stage 2 completion scheduled for
September
• Pipeline removal prior to historically
elevated caribou activity in Oct-Dec
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WEMP Addendum
Program 1 (During Dewatering) - Methodology

• Each crossing ramp will be
monitored with wildlife camera
• Individual observations will be
categorized for each group of
caribou that approaches ramp
• Caribou behaviour will be classified,
as will whether the majority of the
group crossed ramp

• Portions of pipeline between
ramps will not be monitored
(assumed impermeable to
caribou)
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WEMP Addendum
Program 1 (During Dewatering) - Analysis and Application

• Data analysis to determine the
behaviour and crossing success
rate for each ramp
• Behaviour, crossing success rates,
and absolute numbers of animals
crossing will be summarized for each
ramp

• Comparison with crossing rates of
radio-collared caribou approaching
the LDS Road in same time period
• Effectiveness of crossing ramp use
will inform mitigation barrier effects
of future pipelines at Ekati
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WEMP Addendum
Programs 2-5 (Post-dewatering) - Study Areas

• Program 2
• LDS and LDS Spur Roads from PL WRSA to
LDS

Lac du Sauvage

• Program 3
• LDS Road from esker east to the western
limit of the WRSA

Point
Lake

• Program 4

Connor
Lake
Pont
Lake

• Corridor between south end of Thinner Lake
and the overburden stockpile

• Program 5
• LDS Road east and west of PL Access Road

Lac du Sauvage Road

Alexia Lake
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WEMP Addendum
Programs 2-5 (Post-dewatering) - Project Activity

• Following dewatering (~Sep/Oct 2022)
• Basal layer of WRSA (1 m thick layer of construction rock)
• Overburden excavation expected to begin 2023
• Exposed bedrock à excavation of waste rock à WRSA

• Development expectations at October 2023:
• Overburden stockpile is substantively constructed
• Basal layer of WRSA is complete
• Waste rock placement onto WRSA basal layer likely commenced

• LDS Road east of PL Access Road will be modified from haul road to smaller road in 2023
• Facilitate caribou passage
• May include removing rock berms, modification to side slopes, and using PL overburden to construct crossing ramps
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WEMP Addendum
Programs 2-5 (Post-dewatering) - Timing and Duration

• Programs will commence upon
completion of dewatering and removal of
pipeline and crossings (~Sep/Oct 2022)

Lac du Sauvage

• Programs will run continuously
throughout the year
Point
Lake

• Subject to the WEMP review and revision
prior to October 2023, Programs 2-5 will
continue as part of the revised WEMP
after 2023

Connor
Lake
Pont
Lake

Lac du Sauvage Road

Alexia Lake
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WEMP Addendum
Program 2 - Methodology

• Number and location of crossing ramps TBD
• Each crossing ramp will be monitored with wildlife camera to
capture approaches from north and from west and road
crossings
• Stratified sample of sections of the roads between ramps will
also be monitored with wildlife cameras
• Individual observations will be categorized for each group of
caribou that approaches each ramp or cross the road
• Caribou behaviour will be classified, as will whether the
majority of the group crossed ramp/road
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WEMP Addendum
Program 2 - Analysis and Application

• Data analysis to determine the behaviour and crossing
success rate for each ramp
• Behaviour, crossing success rates, and absolute numbers of
animals crossing will be summarized for each ramp by month

• Date and time of each observation will be used for
correlation to traffic volume in the preceding 60 min
(Program 5)
• Comparison with crossing rates of radio-collared caribou
approaching the LDS Road in same time period
• Effectiveness of crossing ramp use will inform mitigation
barrier effects of other roads at Ekati
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WEMP Addendum
Program 3 - Methodology

• Entire length of road to be monitored with a series of wildlife
cameras to capture approaches from the north and road
crossings
• Individual observations will be categorized for each group of
caribou that approaches the road
• Caribou behaviour will be classified, as will travel direction,
date and time, and the number of caribou that crossed the
road
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WEMP Addendum
Program 3 - Analysis and Application

• Data analysis to determine the behaviour and crossing
success rate along the road
• Behaviour, crossing success rates, and absolute numbers of
animals crossing will be summarized by month

• Date and time of each observation will be used for correlation
to traffic volume in the preceding 60 min (Program 5)
• Comparison with crossing rates of radio-collared caribou
approaching the LDS Road in same time period
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WEMP Addendum
Program 4 - Methodology

• Entire width of corridor to be monitored with a series of wildlife
cameras to capture caribou crossings
• Individual observations will be categorized for each group of
caribou
• Caribou behaviour will be classified, as will travel direction,
date and time, and the number of caribou that crossed the
corridor
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WEMP Addendum
Program 4 - Analysis and Application

• Data summarized by time and date for correlation
with road crossing data from Program 3
• à determine proportion of caribou that travel the
length of corridor
• Absolute and proportional number of caribou travelling
the length of corridor will be summarized by month
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WEMP Addendum
Program 5 - Methodology

• Traffic counters will be installed on the LDS Road
• Record time and date of all vehicle passage
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WEMP Addendum
Program 5 - Analysis and Application

• Data analysis to investigate correlation between
crossing success and traffic volumes
• Traffic data summarized by hour and day for each
counter
• Traffic volume will be summarized for the preceding
60 min for each recorded crossing of the LDS Road
from wildlife cameras (Programs 2 & 3) and radiocollar data
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WEMP Addendum
Reporting

Monitoring Program

Context

Program 1

Stand-alone report as
program ends upon
dewatering completion

Programs 2-5

Ongoing monitoring
programs, should be on
common schedule with
other wildlife monitoring

Timeline
March 31, 2023

Results included in 2023
WEMP Report
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WEMP Addendum
Discussion

• Comments on Proposed WEMP Addendum
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WEMP Addendum
Next Steps

• Arctic will finalize the PL WEMP Addendum and
circulate to stakeholders for review and comments by
end of February
• Expected final WEMP Addendum produced in late
April/early May
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WRSA Design
Expectations for Today

• Review Original WRSA Design and Conceptual Variations
• Discuss Preferred/Not Preferred concepts
• Focus on post-closure caribou movement

• Questions for discussion
• What is your feedback for Arctic on preferred / not-preferred WRSA Design concepts?
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WRSA DESIGN
Point Lake Area – Looking SSE
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WRSA Design
Original Design and Conceptual Design Variations

• Arctic described a WRSA design in its Project Description that was the basis for WLWB Preliminary Screening.
• In response to engagement suggestions, Arctic identified three other concepts that could be implemented.
• The original design and the three conceptual variations all provide the following common benefits:
q Technically and economically feasible
q WRSA seepage collected to King Pond
q Metasediment waste rock covered for closure
q Overburden used in closure cover and available for reclamation
q Minimum 200 m setback from esker/Thinner Lake
q Maintain road access to Lac du Sauvage for pit flooding
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Ekati Diamond Mine Point Lake Project

WRSA Design
Post-Mining - Original WRSA Design – looking SE
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WRSA Design
Post-Closure - Original WRSA Design – looking SE
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WRSA Design
Post-Mining - Original WRSA Design – looking SE
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WRSA Design
Post-Closure - Original WRSA Design – looking SE
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WRSA Design
Post-Mining - Original WRSA Design – looking SW
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WRSA Design
Post-Closure - Original WRSA Design – looking SW
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Ekati Diamond Mine Point Lake Project

WRSA Design
Post-Closure - WRSA Variant 1 – looking SE
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WRSA Design
Post-Closure - WRSA Variant 1 – looking SE
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WRSA Design
Post-Closure - WRSA Variant 1 – looking SW
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WRSA Design
Post-Closure - WRSA Variant 2 – looking SE
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WRSA Design
Post-Closure - WRSA Variant 2 – looking SE
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WRSA Design
Post-Closure - WRSA Variant 2 – looking SW
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Ekati Diamond Mine Point Lake Project

WRSA Design
Post-Closure - WRSA Variant 3 – looking SE (not possible due to loss of road access for pit flooding)

Not Implementable
(Covers Lac du
Sauvage Road)
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WRSA Design
Post-Closure - WRSA Variant 4 – looking SE
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WRSA Design
Post-Closure - WRSAA Variant 4 – looking SE
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Ekati Diamond Mine Point Lake Project

WRSA Design
Post-Closure - WRSA Variant 4 looking SW
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Ekati Diamond Mine Point Lake Project

WRSA Design
Discussion of Key Determining Factors

• Post-closure caribou movement
• Arctic has heard and understood that this is a primary determining factor
• Suggested focus of discussion

• Height / Footprint
• There are some differences between variants, but not a primary factor
• Suggested quick review of data

• WRSA seepage collection
• There are different levels of construction required and different setback from water, but not a primary factor
• Suggested quick review of data
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WRSA Design
Original Design and Variants – Summary of Height, Footprint, and Seepage Collection
Original Design

Variant 1

Height: 486.5 m (north pile only)
Footprint: 62 ha (north pile only)
Seepage Collection: reduced construction (use road)

Height: 490 m (north pile); 500 m (west pile)
Footprint: 30 ha (north pile; 19 ha (west pile)
Seepage Collection: reduced construction (use road)

Variant 2

Variant 4

Height: 481.5 m (north and northwest pile);
Footprint: 55 ha (north pile; 20 ha (northwest pile)
Seepage Collection: increased construction

Height: 476.5 m (north pile); 451.5 m (northeast pile)
Footprint: 55 ha (north pile; 27 ha (northeast pile)
Seepage Collection: increased construction
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Ekati Diamond Mine Point Lake Project

WRSA Design
Original Design and Variants - Overview
Original Design

Variant 2

Variant 1

Variant 3
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Ekati Diamond Mine Point Lake Project

WRSA Design
Next Steps

• Discussion of post-closure caribou movement
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Ekati Diamond Mine Point Lake Project

WRSA Design
Next Steps

• Arctic to prepare WRSA Design Report per Water Licence requirements (scheduled July submission to
maintain Project development plan)
• On-going engagement through:
• early summer site visit (if possible with respect to Covid-19)
• WLWB public review of WRSA Design Report
• Public review of 2023 WEMP Update
• Future WLWB public review of WRSA final closure cover design
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WORKSHOP WRAP UP

Attachment 2: Low-Angle WRSA Views (Original Design and Design
Variations 3 and 4)

POINT LAKE PROJECT – 3D VISUALIZATION

Post-Mining - Original WRSA Design – low angle to SE

15 m

3

POINT LAKE PROJECT – 3D VISUALIZATION

Post-Closure - Original WRSA Design – low angle to SE
15 m

4

POINT LAKE PROJECT – 3D VISUALIZATION

Post-Closure - WRSA Variant 3 – low angle to SE

15 m

6

POINT LAKE PROJECT – 3D VISUALIZATION

Post-Closure - WRSA Variant 4 – low angle to SE

15 m

8

Attachment 3: Hybrid WRSA Design Views

POINT LAKE PROJECT – 3D VISUALIZATION

Post-Closure - WRSA Hybrid solution – looking SE

1

POINT LAKE PROJECT – 3D VISUALIZATION

Post-Closure - WRSA Hybrid solution – looking SE

15 m

2

POINT LAKE PROJECT – 3D VISUALIZATION

Post-Closure - WRSA Hybrid solution – looking SW

15 m

3

POINT LAKE PROJECT – 3D VISUALIZATION

Post-Closure - WRSA Hybrid solution – wide angle to SE

4

POINT LAKE PROJECT – 3D VISUALIZATION

Post-Closure - WRSA Hybrid solution – low angle to SE

15 m

5

Appendix 2
Ekati Diamond Mine Wildlife Effects Monitoring Plan Point Lake Addendum (Dewatering) and
Pipeline Crossings Plan, 14 March 2022
• Cover Letter
• WEMP Addendum – Dewatering
• Pipeline Crossings Plan
Responses to Comments
• IEMA and ENR, 20 April, 2022
• Tlicho Government, 28 April 2022

14 March 2022

RE: Distribution of Final Draft of WEMP Addendum – Monitoring Program 1 for the Ekati Diamond
Mine Point Lake Project
Arctic Canadian Diamond Company Ltd., (Arctic) is pleased to provide the updated version of the WEMP
Addendum – Monitoring Program 1 for the Point Lake Project (PL Project). Arctic has made the following key
revisions to the proposed monitoring program during dewatering (i.e., Program 1) based on the feedback
received from stakeholders during the Point Lake caribou-focused workshop on February 15 & 16, 2022:




Two wildlife cameras per pipeline crossing ramp, as well as additional cameras along the road in
between crossings to record crossing attempts and their success rate. The cameras will be
redeployed from the existing camera program under the WEMP due to the high volume of cameras
already deployed at Ekati having reached a data saturation point in terms of the volume of data that
can be processed under existing reporting commitments;
Clarification that the existing WEMP and CRMP and all associated site-wide mitigation and
monitoring elements herein will expand to the Point Lake Project and will thus supplement the data
recorded by the cameras, including but not limited to road-based surveys for caribou, weekly
throughout the year, increasing to daily surveys when caribou are known to be within 30 km of the
Ekati Diamond Mine. For further details, please refer to the 2020 WEMP Report.

This updated version addresses the concerns and commitments expressed during the workshop and is being
circulated for comment on additional changes to the monitoring program that may be required to address
significant or unmitigated risks to caribou and/or gaps in the monitoring program during the dewatering of
Point Lake. Arctic anticipates that this review will enable the finalization of Monitoring Program 1 and requests
that comments be provided to Arctic by March 31.
Also attached to this letter are two figures illustrating the planned caribou crossing ramps over the Stage 1
and Stage 2 dewatering pipelines. The number or crossings has been increased and the location revised to
reflect discussion at the February 15-16, 2022 Point Lake Project workshop.
Please contact the undersigned at Tommy.Thorsteinsson@arcticcanadian.ca or 403 801 3104 or Harry
O’Keefe at Harry.O’Keefe@arcticcanadian.ca or 867 445 3185 if you have any concerns or would like to
request more information.
Sincerely,

Tommy Thorsteinsson
Wildlife Advisor

Record #:HSE RCD ENV 1,657;
Date: 14-Mar-2022
Template # EKA TEM 1852.13

Ekati Diamond Mine
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ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS

ACRONYMS AND ABBREVIATIONS
Arctic

Arctic Canadian Diamond Company Ltd.

CRMP

Caribou Road Mitigation Plan

ENR

Government of the Northwest Territories Department of Environment and Natural
Resources

GNWT

Government of the Northwest Territories

IEMA

Independent Environmental Monitoring Agency

m

metre

Project

The Point Lake Project

TK

Traditional Knowledge
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1.

INTRODUCTION

1.1

Background

The current version of the Ekati Diamond Mine Wildlife Effects Monitoring Plan (WEMP; Golder 2017)
has been in effect since its approval by the Government of the Northwest Territories (GNWT; letter to
Dominion Diamond Ekati Corporation, June 1, 2017). The 2017 WEMP was the first to include the
Caribou Road Mitigation Plan (CRMP), an appendix to the WEMP developed during the Jay Project
Environmental Assessment process. The CRMP was developed through engagement with communities,
government, and the Independent Environmental Monitoring Agency (IEMA).
The GNWT has informed Arctic Canadian Diamond Company Ltd. (Arctic) that the WEMP and CRMP
must undergo revision and public review accompanying the WLWB’s review process for the Water
License renewal required by October 2023 (GNWT-ENR, letter to Arctic, June 23, 2021).
The 2017 WEMP, including the CRMP, is currently applied site-wide at the Ekati Diamond Mine and will
be applied fully to the Point Lake Project until the WEMP and CRMP are updated in October 2023. As the
WEMP is designed for the entire Ekati Diamond Mine site, including the Point Lake Project area, its sitewide monitoring elements will expand to include the Point Lake Project. The site-wide monitoring detailed
in the WEMP does not require any additions prior to its review, revision, and renewal in 2022 and 2023.
Specifically, site-wide mitigation and monitoring at the Ekati Diamond Mine includes, but is not limited to:


Measurement of annual and cumulative direct habitat loss caused by the project footprint;



Staff training and on-going communication regarding proper waste management and monitoring
waste throughout the site and at the landfill;



Staff training and traffic management to prevent wildlife-vehicle interactions. The CRMP is applied to
all Ekati Diamond Mine roads and includes road-based surveys for caribou, weekly throughout the
year, increasing to daily surveys when caribou are known to be within 30 km of the Ekati Diamond
Mine. All observations are recorded and reported. There is monitoring and reporting of wildlife-vehicle
interactions, incidents, and mortalities for all species;



Monitoring and reporting of all wildlife incidents and mortalities;



Monitoring caribou interactions with the Misery power line;



Direct monitoring of caribou behaviour to determine activity budgets and responses to stressors;



Recording and reporting all incidental wildlife observations; and



Monitoring wildlife with cameras and reporting all caribou observations. Camera monitoring occurs
along Misery, Sable, and Lac du Sauvage roads and also at the Lac du Sauvage narrows and at the
esker that crosses the Lac du Sauvage Road east of the Misery Project.

The new and additional monitoring and mitigation elements required for the Point Lake Project relate to
Point Lake-specific infrastructure and activities to occur in 2022 and 2023 that fall outside the existing
WEMP program. The purpose of this addendum to the Ekati WEMP is to describe wildlife monitoring
programs to be applied during the dewatering of Point Lake between spring/early summer 2022 and
autumn 2022.
This document:


describes the commitment to continued application of the 2017 Wildlife Effects Monitoring Plan,
including the CRMP, on a site-wide basis including the Point Lake Project;

Arctic Canadian Diamond Company Ltd.
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provides detail on the new additional monitoring elements specific to the Point Lake Project, including
monitoring methods and timing and location of their application; and



describes reporting procedures for the new additional monitoring elements.

Information requests and feedback regarding wildlife mitigation and monitoring received from intervenors
during the Wek’eezhii Land and Water Board’s Point Lake permitting process and through Arctic’s
engagement process, including a broadly attended caribou-focussed workshop hosted by Arctic on
February 15 and 16, 2022 are reflected in this WEMP Addendum. Importantly, new monitoring programs
that Arctic has included in the WEMP Addendum are seen as pre-cursors to required revisions during the
WEMP review process.
Site-wide monitoring at the Ekati Diamond Mine is currently addressed through continued application of
the 2017 WEMP and CRMP, while landscape-scale monitoring of caribou behaviour will continue via
radio-collared animals that are part of Arctic-supported monitoring by GNWT Department of Environment
and Natural Resources (ENR). The new monitoring programs proposed here relate to monitoring the
effects of Point Lake infrastructure and activities on caribou.
The data needed for the new monitoring programs are most reliably and efficiently provided by wildlife
cameras. Additionally, these observations will be integrated with radio-collar data for multi-scale
assessments of the effectiveness of wildlife mitigation at the Ekati Diamond Mine.
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2.

NEW MONITORING NEEDS

The following new monitoring programs are proposed to fulfill monitoring of caribou movement in the
Point Lake area. Specifically, Program 1 will be in place during the dewatering of Point Lake, while the
remaining programs will be implemented once dewatering is complete:
1. Monitoring of caribou to determine the proportion of caribou successfully crossing at ramps over the
Point Lake dewatering pipeline along the existing Lac du Sauvage Road.
2. Monitoring of caribou to determine the proportion of caribou successfully crossing the Lac du
Sauvage Road between Lac du Sauvage and the eastern limit of the Point Lake Waste Rock Storage
Areas (WRSAs).
3. Monitoring of the number and timing of caribou crossing the Lac du Sauvage Road between the Lac
du Sauvage esker and the western limit of the Point Lake WRSAs.
4. Monitoring of the number and proportion of caribou moving completely through the area south of the
Lac du Sauvage Road in the corridor between the Point Lake overburden stockpile and Thinner Lake.
5. Monitoring of traffic levels on Lac du Sauvage Road both east and west of Point Lake to correlate
with observations of caribou and their crossing of roads.
All of monitoring programs 1 through 4 require observations of animals encountering structures or specific
areas. Using wildlife cameras for monitoring is a method that is:


Specifically intended to measure presence and crossing success of animals within approximately 30
m of the camera (i.e., it is not a landscape-scale monitoring tool);



Limited to a specific set of observations identifiable from still photographs that are consistent with
caribou being present and caribou crossing structures; and



Limited by the number of observations – one or two simple questions can be addressed effectively;
however, the numbers of observations are unlikely to provide sufficient power for analyses of multiple
factors or factors with numerous levels.

The approach for monitoring of traffic levels (Program 5) to correlate with caribou road crossings has
been considered with regard to likely sample sizes (i.e., number of animal observations). The ability to
incorporate multiple variables (e.g., season, time of day, caribou group size) in analyses of crossing
success in response to traffic levels will be restricted by the number of observations of animals and the
ability to provide associated data sets.
This document describes monitoring Program 1, the monitoring of caribou crossing the Point Lake
dewatering pipeline.
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PROGRAM 1: MONITORING OF CARIBOU AT CROSSINGS OF THE DEWATERING
PIPELINE ON THE LAC DU SAUVAGE ROAD
Project Activity Requiring Monitoring
The dewatering of Point Lake will occur in 2022 in two stages. The 76 cm (30") pipeline will be placed on
top of existing roads. Owing to its height, the dewatering pipeline is assumed to be a barrier to caribou
movement. In each stage, crossing ramps will be constructed over the pipeline.
In stage one of dewatering the pipeline will exit Point Lake to the north on the Point Lake Access Road
and then run east on the Lac du Sauvage Road to the Lac du Sauvage Spur Road, leaving the road to
empty into Lac du Sauvage (Figure 1). In stage two of dewatering, the pipeline will be removed from its
stage one location and relocated to run from Point Lake on the Point Lake Access Road and then west on
the Lac du Sauvage Road to the Pipeline Road where it will run south to empty into King Pond (Figure 2).
Timing and Duration
This monitoring program will begin in spring/early summer of 2022 with the construction of crossing ramps
over the dewatering pipeline on the Lac du Sauvage and Lac du Sauvage Spur roads (stage one
dewatering). The program will continue until the pipeline and pipeline crossings are removed at the
completion of each stage of dewatering (scheduled for August 2022 for stage one and September 2022
for stage two). Historic observations from wildlife cameras and radio-collar data indicate the majority of
caribou move through this area in the October to December period (i.e., caribou presence during the
dewatering period is low).
Study Area
The existing Lac du Sauvage Spur Road and the Lac du Sauvage Road east of the Point Lake Access
Road to the pipeline outlet in stage one (Figure 1). The Lac du Sauvage Road from the Point Lake
Access Road west to the Pipeline Road and to the outlet of the pipeline in stage two (Figure 2).
Mitigation and Monitoring Methods


Crossing ramps will be constructed over the pipeline at specified locations to allow caribou passage.
The number and location of ramps will be determined following consultation with ENR, IEMA, and
Indigenous communities. Each ramp will be monitored with two wildlife cameras oriented to capture
images of caribou as they approach the ramp and as they cross the pipeline.



Arctic has assumed the pipeline is a barrier and caribou crossing the pipeline at locations other than
constructed crossing ramps is not anticipated. However, in each stage of dewatering, Arctic will
establish two cameras on each of the two main sections of the pipeline to capture images of animals
approaching the road and pipeline, record crossing attempts, and to determine crossing success
rates. These cameras will be placed in areas that caribou are mostly likely to encounter the pipeline
(other than the crossing areas), hence areas where physical attributes of the road or other landscape
features create limit access will be avoided.



Individual observations captured by cameras will be categorized for each group of caribou that
approaches each ramp or other monitoring location. Observations will be classified by group size, and
the proportion of the group that crossed the pipeline will be recorded. These data will be included in
analyses.



Road surveys will continue to be conducted along the Lac du Sauvage Road as part of the CRMP. All
groups observed from the road are recorded. When animals are observed approaching the road and
pipeline, the Environment Team will make video recordings when possible.
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Analysis and Application of Results


Data analyses will be conducted to determine the crossing success rates of groups approaching each
ramp or other monitoring location. The crossing success rates, and absolute numbers of animals
crossing will be summarized for each location.



To assess landscape-scale crossing success, results from wildlife cameras will be compared with
crossing rates of radio-collared caribou approaching the Lac du Sauvage Road in the same time
period.



The effectiveness of crossing ramp use will be used to inform mitigation of barrier effects of future
pipelines constructed at the Ekati Diamond Mine.
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Figure 1: Area for New Wildlife Monitoring Program under WEMP Point Lake Addendum
during Dewatering Stage One

Figure 2: Area for New Wildlife Monitoring Program under WEMP Point Lake Addendum
during Dewatering Stage Two
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3.

REPORTING

Results of Monitoring Program 1, monitoring of caribou crossings of the dewatering pipeline on the Lac
du Sauvage Road, will be the subject of a stand-alone document that Arctic will circulate to ENR and
other stakeholders with the Ekati 2022 Wildlife Effects Monitoring Program Report by March 31, 2023.
Monitoring Programs 2 through 5 will begin near the end of 2022. To place reporting of these programs on
a common schedule with other wildlife monitoring, Arctic will include the results of Monitoring Programs 2
through 5 as part of the Ekati Diamond Mine 2023 Wildlife Effects Monitoring Program Report.

4.

REFERENCES

Golder Associates. 2017. Wildlife Effects Monitoring Plan for the Ekati Diamond Mine. Prepared for
Dominion Diamond Ekati Corporation by Golder Associates Ltd.
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EKATI DIAMOND MINE POINT LAKE PROJECT

Stage 1 Dewatering Pipeline – Revised Caribou Crossings

Crossing 1-1

Crossing 1-2

Crossing 1-3
Crossing 1-4

1

EKATI DIAMOND MINE POINT LAKE PROJECT

Stage 2 Dewatering Pipeline – Revised Caribou Crossings

Crossing 2-1
Crossing 2-2

Crossing 2-3
Need for crossing at esker to
be determined through site visit

2

20 April 2022

RE: Response to Comments on the Ekati Diamond Mine WEMP Addendum Monitoring Program 1
Arctic Canadian Diamond Company Ltd., (Arctic Canadian) is pleased to provide you with responses to
comments received on the WEMP Addendum Monitoring Program 1.
Arctic Canadian trusts that you will find this information to be clear and informative. Please contact the
undersigned at Tommy.Thorsteinsson@arcticcanadian.ca or 403 801 3104 or Harry O’Keefe at
Harry.O’Keefe@arcticcanadian.ca or 867 445 3185 if you have any concerns or would like to request more
information.

Sincerely,

Tommy Thorsteinsson
Wildlife Advisor

Record #:HSE RCD ENV 1,680;
Date: 20-Apr-2022
Template # EKA TEM 1852.13

Recommendation Reference

Topic

Background/Comment

Recommendation

Arctic Canadian Response

IEMA #1

Camera
placement

In addition to the two cameras placed at each crossing structure, during
both stages of dewatering Arctic Diamond will “establish two cameras on
each of the two main sections of the pipeline to capture images of animals
approaching the road and pipeline, record crossing attempts, and to
determine crossing success rates. These cameras will be placed in areas
that caribou are mostly likely to encounter the pipeline (other than the
crossing areas) …” (pg 4). It is unclear how these cameras will be positioned,
and whether these particular cameras will be triggered (i.e., the caribou has
to approach within 30 m) or on a time lapse. Triggered photos would
restrict the length of pipeline being sampled.

The Agency is unclear how the two cameras positioned on each of the
two main sections of the pipeline will document whether caribou that
approach non‐crossing sites are successful at crossing the pipeline. If
they are set to trigger, then the sampling areas is restricted to 2 X 30
m; if they are set on time interval (perhaps every 15 minutes), then the
fate of animals captured cannot be reliably determined (assuming they
are beyond triggering distance). The Agency recommends that
clarification be provided on how these cameras might be used to
assess crossing success rates.

IEMA #2

Camera
placement

The purpose of these cameras is not to document crossing success along the
sections of pipeline in between the pipeline crossings. Arctic Canadian has
made the conservative assumption that the dewatering pipeline is a
movement barrier and thus committed to completing dewatering in two
separate stages as well as to construct crossing structures over the pipeline to
facilitate caribou movement through the area during dewatering. The
installation of additional cameras along the two main sections of the pipeline
was a commitment made by Arctic Canadian in response to a request by
community members for more qualitative data (in addition to the in‐person
monitoring e.g., from road surveys) on what caribou may do if encountering
the pipeline away from a crossing structure.
The logistics involved in bringing community members to
the mine site if caribou are observed near or passing through the Point Lake
Project Area are not feasible in the context of a timely and therefore
meaningful mobilization.

IEMA #3

Landscape‐scale
crossing success

The Agency has questioned the permeability of the Ekati mine to caribou
movement after conducting an analysis of collared caribou movements1.
Under Analysis and Application of Results, Arctic Diamond proposed to
compare the “results from wildlife cameras … with crossing rates of radio‐
collared caribou approaching the Lac du Sauvage Road in the same time
period” (pg 5). The Agency is unclear how these comparisons using data
gathered at vastly different scales will be conducted.

The Agency recommends that clarification be provided on how the
camera data will be compared with caribou collar data collected when
the pipeline is present.

IEMA #4

Contingencies

The Agency recommends that contingency plans be developed in the
event that more than a few caribou encounter the pipelines and are
not successful at crossing the structures.

IEMA #5

Design of
caribou
crossings

IEMA #6

Design of
caribou
crossings

The Agency appreciates that Arctic Diamond has scheduled the pipelines
during a period when caribou presence is likely to be low, and that the
dewatering will occur over as short a time as possible. However, this low
probability of caribou presence is countered by high risk – if caribou do
attempt to move through this area during summer or late summer, as
occurred in 2010, then significant barriers to movement may occur if the
crossing structures are not successful.
In our January 11, 2022 letter to the Wek’eezhii Land and Water Board
(WLWB) regarding the proposed Point Lake Dewatering Plan Version 2.1,
the Agency recommended that while “prescribed locations and intervals
between caribou crossings along the length of the proposed dewatering
pipelines should be the subject of discussions within the WEMP Addendum,
other design and construction details on the dewatering pipelines (i.e.,
engineered drawings of those pipeline sections to be constructed with
caribou crossings, height of uncovered pipeline sections above adjacent
road bed or undisturbed land, other relevant details) should be included in
the Dewatering Plan”.
In its response, Arctic Diamond stated the pipeline crossing design details
described in the Agency’s recommendation should be determined as part of
the WEMP Addendum conversation so that the details can be integrated
with installation locations, monitoring plans and other aspects of the
Addendum. The Agency acknowledges that Arctic Diamond has provided
pipeline crossing locations and intervals during Phase 1 and 2 dewatering
activities as part of the Addendum package of information. However, other
relevant design details (i.e., width of crossings, construction materials to be
used, height and slope, engineered drawings), as Arctic Diamond suggested
would be included as part of the Addendum conversation, have not been
provided.
The Agency notes that design information was briefly included in the
presentation at the February 2022 Caribou Workshop. The presentation

The Agency recommends that if caribou are present in the vicinity of
the Point Lake Project pipeline at higher numbers than expected, that
community members be invited as observers to document caribou
reactions to the road, pipeline and mine activities.

The Agency recommends that caribou crossing design details (i.e.,
width of crossings, materials used, height and slope, engineered
drawings) be provided for approval in either the WEMP Addendum or
the final Point Lake Dewatering Plan.

The design details should accurately reflect the typical caribou crossing
previously approved for the Sable Haul Road. In particular, Arctic
Diamond should justify the proposed use of a 10 m width and 3:1
slope.

The dewatering will take place over a relatively short duration and historical
caribou collar data show limited use of the Point Lake Project Area during the
time of year when the dewatering is planned. As such, only limited data is
expected, which will make the correlation between data sources qualitative in
nature. However, if data volume permits analytical quantification, events of
caribou approaching and/or crossing the ramps will be correlated with radio‐
collared caribou approaches within a one‐hour time period of the photo
events (i.e., the data resolution of the telemetry data).
Arctic Canadian is committed to an adaptive management approach and is
therefore prepared to implement adaptive solutions as needed, e.g., construct
additional ramps along the dewatering pipeline should caribou be observed
concentrated and unable to navigate around the pipeline in certain locations.
However, any adaptive management approach needs to be evaluated against
the relatively short time‐frame for dewatering and the need for quick removal
before the likelihood of caribou presence increases in the fall.
Per the recommendation from the Wek’eezhii Land and Water Board
regarding the Ekati Point Lake Project, version 3.0 of dewatering plan will
include the caribou crossing design details.

Sable Road is an all‐year haul road of approximately 18 kms in length, whereas
the dewatering pipeline will be in place for one summer and early fall season
only, will be divided into two stages (each only 1‐3 km long) to allow
permeability through the area in addition to the planned pipeline crossing
structures, and will be removed before the fall migration. As such, and with
consideration for time required to remove the crossing structures before the
fall migration, Arctic Canadian considers more crossing structures of smaller
size sufficient mitigation for this temporary and fragmented movement
barrier.
Further, the reduced slope is required due to the smaller size of a 30” pipeline
compared to a haul road.

Recommendation Reference

Topic

Background/Comment

Recommendation

Arctic Canadian Response

ENR #1

Road surveys

described the crossing design as “same as road crossings: 10 m width; 3:1
slopes; 6” minus construction rock” (slide 46). It is noted that these
specifications differ from those provided in a February 16, 2016 letter from
Dominion Diamond Ekati Corporation to the WLWB regarding design
drawings for a typical caribou crossing on the Sable haul road (Figure 4): 30
m width; 4:1 slope; and 6” minus granular fill.
ACDC has also indicated that road surveys will be conducted at a frequency
of once per week, or increased to once per day if collared caribou are
within 30 km of the site. If caribou are observed approaching the road it is
stated that recordings will be made by the Environment Team. Given the
short duration of the dewatering program, there will be limited
opportunities to conduct in‐person monitoring to corroborate the camera
data and to learn about the efficacy of the dewatering pipeline crossings.

ENR recommends that ACDC conduct the roads surveys daily
throughout the dewatering program to maximize opportunities to
conduct in‐person monitoring of caribou interactions with the pipeline.
Any additional observations of caribou approaching the dewatering
pipeline made outside of the daily road surveys should also trigger the
in‐person monitoring.

Road surveys are conducted in accordance with the action level triggers set
out in the Caribou Road Mitigation Plan (CRMP; Table 4‐1), which require daily
road surveys to be conducted when collared caribou are within 30 km of the
Ekati mine or when caribou are observed near the roads. As such, road
surveys will be conducted daily along the Lac du Sauvage Road if caribou are
seen approaching the dewatering pipeline (i.e., in the vicinity of the road or
within 30 km of the mine), in accordance with the CRMP.
Further, additional in‐person monitoring may get triggered by enviro staff
being in the area during dewatering or via the general wildlife reporting
system at site (e.g., equipment operators radioing the Enviro Team to alert
about caribou presence in the area).
Please see response to IEMA #2.

ENR #2

Additional in‐
person
monitoring

ENR supports IEMA’s recommendation to invite community members
to be involved in the caribou monitoring, and notes that this is an
existing commitment in the CRMP.

ENR #3

Caribou
crossings

ENR notes that the first bullet of the Mitigation and Monitoring
Methods section of the WEMP addendum on page 4 should be
updated once parties have confirmed that they agree with the
locations of the seven proposed crossing structures (four during Stage
1 and three during Stage 2, with possibility for an additional location at
the esker).

Approximate crossing structure locations were established in consultation
with stakeholders at the February workshop (with the exception of the
potential for a crossing structure at the esker, the feasibility of which will be
determined during a site visit in June) and figures of these were attached to
the email circulating the Addendum Monitoring Program 1. Per Arctic
Canadian’s response to IMEA #4, adaptive management may result in
additional crossing structures if deemed necessary. Arctic Canadian will
provide a final figure of dewatering pipeline crossing structures in the report
presenting the results of Monitoring Program 1.

28 April 2022

RE: Response to Comments on the Ekati Diamond Mine WEMP Addendum Monitoring Program 1
Arctic Canadian Diamond Company Ltd., (Arctic Canadian) is pleased to provide you with responses to Tłı̨ chǫ
Government comments received on the WEMP Addendum Monitoring Program 1.
Arctic Canadian trusts that you will find this information to be clear and informative. Please contact the
undersigned at Tommy.Thorsteinsson@arcticcanadian.ca or 403 801 3104 or Harry O’Keefe at
Harry.O’Keefe@arcticcanadian.ca or 867 445 3185 if you have any concerns or would like to request more
information.

Sincerely,

Tommy Thorsteinsson
Wildlife Advisor

Record #:HSE RCD ENV 1,685;
Date: 28-Apr-2022
Template # EKA TEM 1852.13
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Brief Description of the Issue

Recommendations

• Crossing ramps will be constructed to cover dewatering pipelines at strategic locations to enable
caribou to walk over the pipeline.
‐ The above‐ground dewatering pipeline (76 cm diameter) for the Point Lake Project will likely be a
physical and/or psychological barrier to caribou and present an impermeable linear feature to
caribou.

• To maximize potential effectiveness and minimize potential of pipeline crossings to delay movements (i.e.,
turnarounds) or temporarily trap caribou, crossing ramps should be placed at the vertices of all corners (i.e.,
acute, right, or obtuse angles) where two pipeline segments are joined at road intersections. Locations of
the crossing ramps should be situated to promote visual detection and use by caribou and to minimize risk of
unintentionally delaying or temporarily trapping caribou at corner sections of the above‐ground pipeline (see
Arctic's electronic file"PL Dewatering Pipelines_Caribou Crossings.pdf" for context to recommendations as
highlighted below).
‐ To illustrate the recommendation above, Crossings 1‐1, 1‐4, and 2‐1 should be situated along the vertices
of the corner angles. As depicted in Artic's figures, these crossings should extend into the corner and there
should be no unburied pipeline between the vertex and the crossing. In comparison, Crossings 1‐2 and 2‐3
provide better depictions of the recommended placement of pipeline crossings at corners. Arctic Canadian
will position crossings 1‐1, 1‐4, and 2‐1 at the vertices of the corner angles, similar to crossings 1‐2 and 2‐3.
‐ The reason for the recommendation is that caribou will tend to move along the unburied length of a
pipeline until they encounter an obstruction to their movement path; a 90 degree corner in the pipeline
would present an obstruction. By placing the pipeline crossing ramps at the intersection corners, caribou
(individual and groups) are more likely to continue along the same trajectory and use the crossing to walk
over the pipeline.

dewatering
pipeline ‐
crossings

• Arctic's proposed design for dewatering pipeline crossing ramps is for a 10 m width, 3:1 slopes, and
6" minus construction rock (Arctic Diamond presentation on 15‐16 Feb 2022).

• Crossing ramps may be located at places where the pipeline intersects caribou trails or fits well with local
topographic features (e.g. Crossings 1‐3, 2‐2, and esker site to be determined through site visit). In these
cases, Arctic should document and report on the knowledge and criteria used to define caribou trails or
other rationale for the crossing location.
The rationale for determining exact locations of these two pipelines (the only ones not located at a bend in
the pipeline) will be documented during the anticipated site visit in June and included in the report on
Monitoring Program 1, set for circulation by March 31 2023.
• Tłı̨chǫ Government suggests that Arctic provide a descriptive and comprehensive rationale along with a
summary of their monitoring evidence to support the premise that 10 m wide crossing ramps, in conjunction
with other main design features are effective and facilitate movement of caribou groups and individuals over
pipelines. Please see response to IEMA#6.

monitoring

• Arctic describes its proposed monitoring of the dewatering pipeline on the Lac du Sauvage Road in
the document titled "Wildlife Effects Monitoring Plan Point Lake Addendum – Dewatering Pipeline
Monitoring, 14 March 2022".
‐ Arctic proposes five new monitoring programs to fulfill monitoring of caribou movement in the
Point Lake area.
‐ Arctic proposes to use wildlife cameras as the primary method to fulfill monitoring programs 1
through 4; program 5 will monitor traffic levels on the Lac du Sauvage Road east and west of Point
Lake.
‐ Arctic has provided a description of its mitigation and monitoring methods based on the use of
wildlife cameras. Arctic has also outlined that it will continue road surveys along the Lac du Saugave
Road as part of the Caribou Road Mitigation Plan (CRMP), and that all caribou groups observed from
the road are recorded and its Environment Team will make video recordings when possible of
caribou approaching the road or pipeline.

• Tłı̨chǫ Government recommends that Arctic develop and implement a behavioral observation sampling
method that is based on systematic observations of caribou by Environment Team field staff. Enviro Team
staff conducts caribou road surveys as well as behavioural surveys based on defined and systematic
methodology for observations under the WEMP, which also applies to the Point Lake Project.
‐ TG supports monitoring based on wildlife cameras but photographic data area spatially limited to the
presence and movements of caribou within approximately 30 m of the camera.
‐ Tłı̨chǫ Government would like to have people on site to watch how caribou behave in the general area (1‐
3 km from mine features) and as they approach dewatering pipelines, crossing ramps and roads. Arctic
Canadian cannot commit to having community members on site for extended periods of time due to the
safety and logistics involved. For mobilizations if caribou are observed near the mine area, please see
response to IEMA#2.
‐ Tłı̨chǫ Government recommends that systematic behavioral monitoring of caribou by people is needed to
understand 1) the relative abundance and distribution of caribou that may encounter road/pipeline features
and crossings, and 2) the range of behavioral responses of caribou individuals and groups as they interact
with road/pipeline features and associated disturbances. The monitoring program includes camera
monitoring, caribou surveys (e.g., road surveys) and incidental observations made by staff in the area, as well
as correlation with telemetry data. Arctic Canadian considers these monitoring efforts comprehensive to
document any potential impacts to caribou movement despite the mitigations Arctic Canadian has
committed to.
‐ The spatial scale of field‐based observations of caribou behavior will fill an important gap between finer‐
scaled monitoring data that are collected from wildlife cameras and courser‐scaled telemetry data collected
from caribou with GPS‐ satellite collars.
‐ To conduct systematic behavioral sampling of caribou at the Point Lake site, Arctic should consider three
inter‐related monitoring components. The first is to establish a decision point for when to deploy field crews
based on observations of relative distribution and abundance of caribou in the area; this may be based on
road survey observations and/or locations and movements of collared caribou. The second component
would develop and implement behavioral sampling methods (e.g. focal and/or scan sampling, design
standardized observation sheets or electronic data forms in computer tablet devices) for recording caribou
encounters and interactions with crossing sites, and key co‐variables. A related and final aspect is the
statistical sampling design and data analyses.
Arctic Canadian staff are conducting surveys based on systematic methodology, as per the answer above.
Based on historic data from the area, a limited data quantity is expected for the duration of this monitoring
program. As the number of questions that can meaningfully be answered is limited by sample size, increasing
the number of co‐variates create further data dilution for analytical purposes (i.e., loss of meaningful
analytical power). Please refer to Arctic Canadian’s response to comments on the 2020 Camera Summary
Report, specifically IEMA6, for further details.

